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Title Genre Day Date Month Start Duration Venue Price Summary
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Mon 1 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
A Quick Guide to Ruining your Life Theatre Mon 1 Jul 19:30 45 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 A play by award winning writer Laura Harper: From the outside, Dawn has it all; nice house, fast car, great friends and family, and a new job out in sunny Dubai. So why has she been hiding in her own attic for the last three months? She’s about to confess all to the world, but not before she confronts some painful home truths, uncovers a heart-breaking infidelity and learns to poop in a bucket! ________________________________________________ Laura Harper is the Winner of The Audience’s Favourite Award at the 24:7 Theatre Festival 2015, Nominated for Best Fringe Production at the 2015 Manchester Theatre Awards, Winner of The Madeline Boden Award for Best New Play at Woking Drama Festival 2017, Winner of the Iron & Fire Award for New Writing at Leatherhead Theatre Festival, and most recently, the North West Winner of the ITI Morecambe Fringe 10 Minute Play Competition.
Karoshi Theatre Mon 1 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 Karoshi' is Japanese for death by overwork. Is work killing you? Does your boss hate you? You are not alone. In her hit Edinburgh show, 'Karoshi', comedian (and tired worker) Mel Byron shows the many different ways in which work is killing us. Long hours; managers from hell; dysfunctional colleagues - they are all to blame. Yes, it's not you, it's them. In the time it takes you to eat lunch and update your CV (don't let the boss catch you), Mel shows, with anecdotes and fascinating facts, why this is happening and what we can do about it.
Grant Busé: Touché Busé Comedy Mon 1 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 When you’re duelling with life – it’s the blows that make shows! Australian comic and ex-Neighbours star Grant Busé is set to satirically serenade Manchester with his ‘ingenious comedy music’ ***** (TulpaMagazine.com). There’ll be no stopping Busé’s disarming charm, sharp wit and hit tunes. Best Improv/Music nominated at Leicester Comedy Festival 2019. Winner in 2018 of Best Cabaret Weekly Award at Adelaide Fringe Best Cabaret Nominated at Fringe World 2018 ‘Must see’ ***** – Scotsman ‘His voice is as impressive as his hair’ ***** – Edinburgh Evening News ‘Smart as anything coming from Tim Minchin and equally as politically woke’ **** – Broadway Baby
Alex Cofield: Supernova Comedy Mon 1 Jul 21:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £10 Faced with the grim reality of a life of seclusion in the genteel English countryside, Alex’s dreams of youthful urban living seem light years away, and when a nefarious village plot is revealed there may be no chance of escape. A comedic concerto; Supernova is the critically-acclaimed, funk-fuelled hip-hopera from Melbourne Fringe Comedy Award nominee Alex Cofield, as he raps his way out of routine, rural life and shoots for the stars beyond. “This is quality rapping” ★★★★★ - (One4Review) “A masterclass in storytelling” ★★★★★ - (The Upside News) ★★★★ - (The Scotsman) ★★★★ - (Great Scott)
Underwater Theatre Tue 2 Jul 18:15 60 mins The Whiskey Jar £7 **A SHOW IN THE DARK ** Sea creatures and humans face the environmental apocalypse. In these three short plays, jellyfish fight turtles, killer whales discuss veganism, and prawns tickle people. Yet this is not so absurd, if compared to our everyday life. The characters challenge the viewer to look for sense - to look in the dark, to go underwater. **WORLD PREMIERE** Award Winning Theatre Company 2017, G M Fringe.
Anita Luna THE DIVA Theatre Tue 2 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £10 THE DIVA with Super Powers. Laughter and Tears. The true life story of Anita Luna, her voyage from birth to death uncovering her transformation from vulnerable tomboy to becoming the greatest DIVA of all times. From cocoon to butterfly, the story is about inner conflicts, the fight to fit in and even not not to, trapped in a world of stereotypes. The show is about authenticity : Anita Luna shares her vulnerability with irony on stage, baring her emotions and soul. A one-woman show that’s a unique mix of drama, comedy, tragedy, cabaret, clowning. Anita Luna is making her premier appearance in the UK having performed across Europe (Italy, France, Spain and Holland) and in South America (Brazil). Starring Anita Giovannini. Direction Jango Edwards.
A Touch of Magic Theatre Tue 2 Jul 19:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 A Touch of Magic - a Romantic Comedy. Ron and Carol's anniversary trip to Tenerife is gate-crashed by Owen, an over zealous holiday rep whose presence unveils a deeply buried secret. Writer - Anne Wynne. Northern Soul nominated Northern Writer of the Year 2018
Karoshi Theatre Tue 2 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 Karoshi' is Japanese for death by overwork. Is work killing you? Does your boss hate you? You are not alone. In her hit Edinburgh show, 'Karoshi', comedian (and tired worker) Mel Byron shows the many different ways in which work is killing us. Long hours; managers from hell; dysfunctional colleagues - they are all to blame. Yes, it's not you, it's them. In the time it takes you to eat lunch and update your CV (don't let the boss catch you), Mel shows, with anecdotes and fascinating facts, why this is happening and what we can do about it.
Rachel Creeger - Hinayni! Comedy Tue 2 Jul 20:00 60 mins Garrick Theatre Whitefield £10 Is Rachel ever honestly present in the moment? Seeing herself in someone else's reflection sparks thoughts she only admits to herself in the middle of the night. Or on stage. Sometimes it takes a little darkness to shine a light on the truth. A new show from the comedian behind ‘It’s No Job For A Nice Jewish Girl’ Best Comedy Award Winner, Greater Manchester Fringe 2017 “Very, very funny” Jewish Chronicle. “**** A confident and charismatic performer” Funny Women "Tight writing, sharp performance and a beautifully zany imagination." The Brighton Source "A great talent, highly entertaining and very engaging" Jeff Lewis, The Jewish Hour, Salford City Radio As heard regularly on BBC Radio London
Right of Entitlement Theatre Tue 2 Jul 20:00 60 mins Lock 91 £10 Cleo is a strange girl. Happy at home, happy at school. So what's her beef? And why the graffiti? A play concerned with fairness, class, education and social mobility.
The Little Pink Book of Masculinity Theatre Tue 2 Jul 21:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 After his sell-out run at The Manchester Fringe Festival 2018 and International Dublin Gay Theatre Festival 2019, John is back on the prowl for gym buds and bro jobs... but no camp lads thanks, real men only. The Little Pink Book of Masculinity is a hilariously camp frolic, filled with a plethora of witticisms and astute observations on the pressure to conform to masculine stereotypes. Journey with John as he uncovers the pitfalls of the gay community, the desire for that much idealised insta-body, the treacherous path of dating apps and just how toxic masculinity can really be.
Alex Cofield: Supernova Comedy Tue 2 Jul 21:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £10 Faced with the grim reality of a life of seclusion in the genteel English countryside, Alex’s dreams of youthful urban living seem light years away, and when a nefarious village plot is revealed there may be no chance of escape. A comedic concerto; Supernova is the critically-acclaimed, funk-fuelled hip-hopera from Melbourne Fringe Comedy Award nominee Alex Cofield, as he raps his way out of routine, rural life and shoots for the stars beyond. “This is quality rapping” ★★★★★ - (One4Review) “A masterclass in storytelling” ★★★★★ - (The Upside News) ★★★★ - (The Scotsman) ★★★★ - (Great Scott)
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Wed 3 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
A Touch of Magic Theatre Wed 3 Jul 19:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 A Touch of Magic - a Romantic Comedy. Ron and Carol's anniversary trip to Tenerife is gate-crashed by Owen, an over zealous holiday rep whose presence unveils a deeply buried secret. Writer - Anne Wynne. Northern Soul nominated Northern Writer of the Year 2019
Underwater Theatre Wed 3 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Whiskey Jar £7 **A SHOW IN THE DARK ** Sea creatures and humans face the environmental apocalypse. In these three short plays, jellyfish fight turtles, killer whales discuss veganism, and prawns tickle people. Yet this is not so absurd, if compared to our everyday life. The characters challenge the viewer to look for sense - to look in the dark, to go underwater. **WORLD PREMIERE** Award Winning Theatre Company 2017, G M Fringe.
Knees Bent Bras Off Ra Ra Ra Theatre Wed 3 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £5 You are invited to my family party! Welcome. Like all family parties there are weird traditions, songs, games and drama. It’s not a family party if Sam hasn’t started crying after three gins and Veronica's started an argument in the kitchen. At the party you will hear family secrets, sing along to songs and learn new traditions to take home and try at your own family parties. The show is a comedy theatre show, using spoken word, poetry, songs, storytelling and recorded interviews to look at how we celebrate in this country. In the absence of religious traditions what do we use in its place? How do we come together to rejoice? At the party we experience three generations of music and dance and hear some family secrets, going through ballroom, to Northern Soul, to 90's club classics, looking at how we experience collective joy and how a lack of it in our culture leads to isolation. You will leave remembering how important it is to celebrate and find your tribe. Ruth is hosting this party and guiding you through with comedy and care.
Rachel Creeger - Hinayni! Comedy Wed 3 Jul 20:00 60 mins Garrick Theatre Whitefield £10 Is Rachel ever honestly present in the moment? Seeing herself in someone else's reflection sparks thoughts she only admits to herself in the middle of the night. Or on stage. Sometimes it takes a little darkness to shine a light on the truth. A new show from the comedian behind ‘It’s No Job For A Nice Jewish Girl’ Best Comedy Award Winner, Greater Manchester Fringe 2017 “Very, very funny” Jewish Chronicle. “**** A confident and charismatic performer” Funny Women "Tight writing, sharp performance and a beautifully zany imagination." The Brighton Source "A great talent, highly entertaining and very engaging" Jeff Lewis, The Jewish Hour, Salford City Radio As heard regularly on BBC Radio London
Right of Entitlement Theatre Wed 3 Jul 20:00 60 mins Lock 91 £10 Cleo is a strange girl. Happy at home, happy at school. So what's her beef? And why the graffiti? A play concerned with fairness, class, education and social mobility.
The Yank is a Manc! My Ancestors and Me Comedy Wed 3 Jul 20:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £8 A stand-up show based on a true story as featured in THE GUARDIAN, USA TODAY, GOOD MORNING BRITAIN & THE ONE SHOW! In a fish-out-of-water comedy of errors, Hopwood DePree tells how he gave up Tinseltown to save his 600-year-old ancestral pile. Expect family history, culture clashes and plenty of calamities as Hopwood finds out if someone from Hollywood can make it in Rochdale. While researching his ancestry online, Hopwood stumbles upon Hopwood Hall. Built by his ancestors in 1426, the 60-room mansion is now falling down. Swapping sunny LA for rainy Rochdale, Hopwood meets the locals. At last they’ve found an heir to save the Hall! But perhaps he’s not quite the heir they had in mind...
The Little Pink Book of Masculinity Theatre Wed 3 Jul 21:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 After his sell-out run at The Manchester Fringe Festival 2018 and International Dublin Gay Theatre Festival 2019, John is back on the prowl for gym buds and bro jobs... but no camp lads thanks, real men only. The Little Pink Book of Masculinity is a hilariously camp frolic, filled with a plethora of witticisms and astute observations on the pressure to conform to masculine stereotypes. Journey with John as he uncovers the pitfalls of the gay community, the desire for that much idealised insta-body, the treacherous path of dating apps and just how toxic masculinity can really be.
Alex Cofield: Supernova Comedy Wed 3 Jul 21:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £10 Faced with the grim reality of a life of seclusion in the genteel English countryside, Alex’s dreams of youthful urban living seem light years away, and when a nefarious village plot is revealed there may be no chance of escape. A comedic concerto; Supernova is the critically-acclaimed, funk-fuelled hip-hopera from Melbourne Fringe Comedy Award nominee Alex Cofield, as he raps his way out of routine, rural life and shoots for the stars beyond. “This is quality rapping” ★★★★★ - (One4Review) “A masterclass in storytelling” ★★★★★ - (The Upside News) ★★★★ - (The Scotsman) ★★★★ - (Great Scott)
A Touch of Magic Theatre Thu 4 Jul 19:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 A Touch of Magic - a Romantic Comedy. Ron and Carol's anniversary trip to Tenerife is gate-crashed by Owen, an over zealous holiday rep whose presence unveils a deeply buried secret. Writer - Anne Wynne. Northern Soul nominated Northern Writer of the Year 2020
It's All Gravy Comedy Thu 4 Jul 19:30 150 mins Lock 91 £7 Having grown up on the gravy-soaked cobbles of Radcliffe, a small town near Manchester, surviving thanks to home knitted t-shirts, raffle prizes and treasures found in the canal, Nicola now lives a world away in that there London and she's got a lot to say about it. Navigating bringing up three Londoner middle-class children who love olives, can she ever fit in or will she get found out? A very funny, warm hearted, lively hour with lots of punchlines. Following on from the success of last year's Edinburgh Fringe show, "Meet in the Middle" with comedian Rachel Wheeley, Nicola is pleased to be performing her first solo show back home, in Manchester. “Brilliant set from a very watchable storyteller, pulls you into her world and pummels you with punchlines” Humdingers Comedy
When Liam Met Emmeline in Manchester Theatre Thu 4 Jul 20:00 135 mins Manchester Roman Fort FREE What if Liam Gallagher and Emmeline Pankhurst decided to team up and take visitors on a two hour walkabout theatrical performance through Manchester? An event that blends street-art theatre, historic facts, strolling around, surprises and a titbit of Mancunian twang. Join the fun, where Manchester City Centre will be the stage on this balmy performance. Who knows what will happen? PAY WHAT YOU FEEL BASIS.
Knees Bent Bras Off Ra Ra Ra Theatre Thu 4 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £5 You are invited to my family party! Welcome. Like all family parties there are weird traditions, songs, games and drama. It’s not a family party if Sam hasn’t started crying after three gins and Veronica's started an argument in the kitchen. At the party you will hear family secrets, sing along to songs and learn new traditions to take home and try at your own family parties. The show is a comedy theatre show, using spoken word, poetry, songs, storytelling and recorded interviews to look at how we celebrate in this country. In the absence of religious traditions what do we use in its place? How do we come together to rejoice? At the party we experience three generations of music and dance and hear some family secrets, going through ballroom, to Northern Soul, to 90's club classics, looking at how we experience collective joy and how a lack of it in our culture leads to isolation. You will leave remembering how important it is to celebrate and find your tribe. Ruth is hosting this party and guiding you through with comedy and care.
Right of Entitlement Theatre Thu 4 Jul 20:00 60 mins Lock 91 £10 Cleo is a strange girl. Happy at home, happy at school. So what's her beef? And why the graffiti? A play concerned with fairness, class, education and social mobility.
The Yank is a Manc! My Ancestors and Me Comedy Thu 4 Jul 20:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £8 A stand-up show based on a true story as featured in THE GUARDIAN, USA TODAY, GOOD MORNING BRITAIN & THE ONE SHOW! In a fish-out-of-water comedy of errors, Hopwood DePree tells how he gave up Tinseltown to save his 600-year-old ancestral pile. Expect family history, culture clashes and plenty of calamities as Hopwood finds out if someone from Hollywood can make it in Rochdale. While researching his ancestry online, Hopwood stumbles upon Hopwood Hall. Built by his ancestors in 1426, the 60-room mansion is now falling down. Swapping sunny LA for rainy Rochdale, Hopwood meets the locals. At last they’ve found an heir to save the Hall! But perhaps he’s not quite the heir they had in mind...
THE F**K IT BUTTON Theatre Thu 4 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What makes you press yours? Comedy actor and writer Ali Kahn reveals her f**k it list; how she lost herself in weed and wanking until she found her spiritual erection. She'll make you want to f**k it in a whole new way. "A brilliant comedy actress in her own right...Kahn's versatility is perfect" (North West End). Shortlisted for Best Actor, GM Fringe Festival 2018. Written and perfomed by Ali Kahn. Directed by Anna Macgowan.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Fri 5 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Patient 4620 Theatre Fri 5 Jul 12:00 45 mins The Crypt @ St Philip's £20 Immersive theatre exploring the life and work Gretel Sauerbrot; a once famous artist admitted to the Raventhorne Institution and then never heard from again. You are invited to Manchester's Royal Museum of Contemporary Art, and through a series of audio guides you explore and uncover clues to Gretel’s past. This unique theatre show is a blend of immersive theatre, auditory storytelling, and art installation; resulting in a rich and sensory experience that won’t be easily forgotten. "Patient 4620 goes for an incredibly creepy and Lovecraftian atmosphere, rather than cheap scares... a genuinely creepy and immersive experience." - Voice Magazine This show repeats throughout the day. Admissions will be accepted from 12pm to 2pm, and 5pm to 8pm. Please note: -During busy periods audiences may have to wait for admission into the experience. The venue does not have a foyer so audiences may be asked to wait outside. -The venue does not have public toilets, but there are numerous cafes and pubs at which you are welcome to get a drink or bite to eat before/after the show. -Please contact dreadfallstheatre@hotmail.co.uk to discuss audience accessibility
Gobby Theatre Fri 5 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £8 Bri is not who she used to be, so she’s revisiting the five parties that changed her. Gobby is a playlist of awkward encounters, starting over and growing up. A biting and heartfelt odyssey about what it really means to be loud, this new play is a darkly comic telling of survival, and a lesson in how to throw a really good party. Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: @GobbyPlay
Thick Richard Presents: SWEAR SCHOOL Theatre Fri 5 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 A fast-paced crash course in everything you wanted to know about bad language that school couldn’t teach you. Join the class of sinister puppets as punk poet Thick Richard looks at the history, definition and use of swearing in his darkly humorous, educational show. Swear School examines the language of swearing, blasphemy, physical gesturing, euphemisms, childish swearing, looking at why we swear and what it means to be offended. Dragging us through an A-Z celebrating and unpicking this area of the English language as the funniest yet most damaging expressive form of communication we have. Very, VERY strong language throughout! Thick Richard has been pedalling his potty-mouthed poems, cynical, lyrical, jet-black humour, intelligent wordplay, well-crafted verse, and occasionally acerbic, well-targeted comic attacks since 1999. A support for Kate Tempest, Arthur Smith and The Fall, Thick Richard was also presenter of BBC 6 Music's Beat of the Day.
Proxy Theatre Fri 5 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £8 Gypsy Rose is imprisoned in a world of fantasy, invalided and infantilised by her mother Dee Dee. Until her online Prince Charming offers a way out... “★★★★★ Proxy is a masterpiece of performance, a triumph of layered character building. Disturbing yet enthralling solo show.” —Fringe Guru “★★★★★ A solo play that is gripping from start to finish. ” —Fringe Review “★★★★ A heart-wrenching yarn, riddled with genuine pathos.” —The List “Caroline Burns Cooke's performance is astonishing.” —Broadway Baby
The Yank is a Manc! My Ancestors and Me Comedy Fri 5 Jul 20:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £8 A stand-up show based on a true story as featured in THE GUARDIAN, USA TODAY, GOOD MORNING BRITAIN & THE ONE SHOW! In a fish-out-of-water comedy of errors, Hopwood DePree tells how he gave up Tinseltown to save his 600-year-old ancestral pile. Expect family history, culture clashes and plenty of calamities as Hopwood finds out if someone from Hollywood can make it in Rochdale. While researching his ancestry online, Hopwood stumbles upon Hopwood Hall. Built by his ancestors in 1426, the 60-room mansion is now falling down. Swapping sunny LA for rainy Rochdale, Hopwood meets the locals. At last they’ve found an heir to save the Hall! But perhaps he’s not quite the heir they had in mind...
Don't Bother Spoken Word Fri 5 Jul 21:00 70 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 A stand-up poetry show about dead dogs, chocolate and nostalgia. Bróccán Tyzack-Carlin presents a semi-coherent exploration of nothing in particular, using some words that rhyme and some more that don't. You're allowed to search for Higher Meaning in this hour of comedy and spoken word, but it's probably easier if you don't bother. Bróccán is the Winner of Manchester Word War 2018, a Hammer and Tongue National Finalist 2019, and and an alumnus of the multi-award winning Durham Revue. ***** (Bunbury Magazine)
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sat 6 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
When Liam Met Emmeline in Manchester Theatre Sat 6 Jul 10:30 135 mins Manchester Roman Fort FREE What if Liam Gallagher and Emmeline Pankhurst decided to team up and take visitors on a two hour walkabout theatrical performance through Manchester? An event that blends street-art theatre, historic facts, strolling around, surprises and a titbit of Mancunian twang. Join the fun, where Manchester City Centre will be the stage on this balmy performance. Who knows what will happen? PAY WHAT YOU FEEL BASIS.
Patient 4620 Theatre Sat 6 Jul 12:00 45 mins The Crypt @ St Philip's £20 Immersive theatre exploring the life and work Gretel Sauerbrot; a once famous artist admitted to the Raventhorne Institution and then never heard from again. You are invited to Manchester's Royal Museum of Contemporary Art, and through a series of audio guides you explore and uncover clues to Gretel’s past. This unique theatre show is a blend of immersive theatre, auditory storytelling, and art installation; resulting in a rich and sensory experience that won’t be easily forgotten. "Patient 4620 goes for an incredibly creepy and Lovecraftian atmosphere, rather than cheap scares... a genuinely creepy and immersive experience." - Voice Magazine This show repeats throughout the day. Admissions will be accepted from 12pm to 2pm, and 5pm to 8pm. Please note: -During busy periods audiences may have to wait for admission into the experience. The venue does not have a foyer so audiences may be asked to wait outside. -The venue does not have public toilets, but there are numerous cafes and pubs at which you are welcome to get a drink or bite to eat before/after the show. -Please contact dreadfallstheatre@hotmail.co.uk to discuss audience accessibility
Fifty and Nifty New Writing Sat 6 Jul 12:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £12 A night of 5 short plays all with the common theme of being in over fifty, taking a sideways view of getting old. Join us for a mix of both comedy and drama covering a range of topics about life in later years.
TitsUp New Writing Sat 6 Jul 13:00 45 mins Kings Arms: Snug £5 @FACTeam
The Extraordinary Time-Travelling Adventures of Baron Munchausen Childrens Sat 6 Jul 15:00 60 mins Frog and Bucket Comedy Club £9 Amazing tales elegantly told. Top award-winning comedians and improvisers tell extravagant stories all based on the Adventures of Baron Munchausen. There will be swords and duels and elephants and castles built of cheese, and all of it is completely and irrefutably true. Leicester Comedy Festival Best Children's Show 2018 nominee. "All of the show was brilliant!" (Festmag). Rated by ThreeWeeks mag as one of their top 3 Children's shows to see in 2018. "Bonkers and magnificent! Best children's show I have seen at The Fringe" (Euen, Facebook) "Excellent!" (BBC Radio Leicester)
A Quick Guide to Ruining your Life Theatre Sat 6 Jul 16:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 A play by award winning writer Laura Harper: From the outside, Dawn has it all; nice house, fast car, great friends and family, and a new job out in sunny Dubai. So why has she been hiding in her own attic for the last three months? She’s about to confess all to the world, but not before she confronts some painful home truths, uncovers a heart-breaking infidelity and learns to poop in a bucket! ________________________________________________ Laura Harper is the Winner of The Audience’s Favourite Award at the 24:7 Theatre Festival 2015, Nominated for Best Fringe Production at the 2015 Manchester Theatre Awards, Winner of The Madeline Boden Award for Best New Play at Woking Drama Festival 2017, Winner of the Iron & Fire Award for New Writing at Leatherhead Theatre Festival, and most recently, the North West Winner of the ITI Morecambe Fringe 10 Minute Play Competition.
Story Spoken Word Sat 6 Jul 16:40 15 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill TheatreFREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
This Way Up Childrens Sat 6 Jul 18:00 45 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 A young father is moving into his new house with his daughter. There's lots to do; unpacking, decorating, organising and reorganising. All the boring things adults do which they call 'important'. But Dad's productivity is stopped in its tracks when the cardboard boxes in his living room come to life... Join the adventure with Foxtail Theatre's 40 minute play as it takes you to the Jungle, they Sky, the Antarctic, and many other wonderful locations. Told without words, the show uses puppetry, original music and physical theatre to whisk the audience away. 'This Way Up' is suitable for ages 3+.
Gobby Theatre Sat 6 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £8 Bri is not who she used to be, so she’s revisiting the five parties that changed her. Gobby is a playlist of awkward encounters, starting over and growing up. A biting and heartfelt odyssey about what it really means to be loud, this new play is a darkly comic telling of survival, and a lesson in how to throw a really good party. Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: @GobbyPlay
Mocking a Murderer Comedy Sat 6 Jul 18:00 60 mins Frog and Bucket Comedy Club £5 Nigel Lovell went to school with a murderer. He also knows a little bit too much about serial killers. He also thinks that being a comedian would be the ideal job for a serial killer. This comedy kills.
Story Spoken Word Sat 6 Jul 18:10 15 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill TheatreFREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
Men Chase Women Choose Comedy Sat 6 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Mill Theatre £8 From People Zoo Productions comes the newly devised show 'Men Chase Women Choose' created by Sophie Giddens, Eve Shotton and Matt Holt. 'Men Chase Women Choose' is a sketch comedy show exploring women, science and sex by debunking gender myths. Using film, physical theatre and music, we will take the audience on a journey through decades of bad science. Whilst simultaneously adventuring through the female body and all it's wonders!
Thick Richard Presents: SWEAR SCHOOL Theatre Sat 6 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 A fast-paced crash course in everything you wanted to know about bad language that school couldn’t teach you. Join the class of sinister puppets as punk poet Thick Richard looks at the history, definition and use of swearing in his darkly humorous, educational show. Swear School examines the language of swearing, blasphemy, physical gesturing, euphemisms, childish swearing, looking at why we swear and what it means to be offended. Dragging us through an A-Z celebrating and unpicking this area of the English language as the funniest yet most damaging expressive form of communication we have. Very, VERY strong language throughout! Thick Richard has been pedalling his potty-mouthed poems, cynical, lyrical, jet-black humour, intelligent wordplay, well-crafted verse, and occasionally acerbic, well-targeted comic attacks since 1999. A support for Kate Tempest, Arthur Smith and The Fall, Thick Richard was also presenter of BBC 6 Music's Beat of the Day.
Japesh*t Comedy Sat 6 Jul 19:30 90 mins Gullivers Lounge £5 Short-form improvised comedy with a twist! During 'Japesh*t rounds' the audience has the power to throw the players a real curveball. ENFORCE random accents, BRING IN a physical quirk, MAKE a celebrity appear! It's fast, it's funny, it's a little bit tongue in cheek... Will you help this "infectiously hilarious ensemble" (MCR Fringe Review, 2018) GO JAPESH*T? Thespianage Productions are a Manchester-based comedy troupe who have been performing sketches, stand up and improv comedy together for nearly 10 years. Having performed at the Manchester, Birmingham, York and Edinburgh Fringe festivals, they're an experienced group of "talented performers with an eye for the absurd" (RemoteGoat). Like what you see? Make sure that you stay up to date with all of Thespianage's comedy events by liking us on Facebook or following us on Twitter and Instagram. For more information, reviews and upcoming events visit our website. See you at the show!
Dylan Dodds and Friends (Friends Not Included) Comedy Sat 6 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £5 More than three years ago, Comedian Dylan Dodds asked himself a question. Could he BE any more ridiculous? The answer, it turns out, is yes. After realising he was the same age as the characters in Friends™, he wondered how things had changed for YOUNG ADULTS™ since the 90s. How his own life compared to the Friends™. And whether the show was still even any good? And so, he set about the only sensible way to answer these questions: He started watching an episode every two weeks, and blogging about how his life compared to the Friends™. Now, in his debut solo stand-up show, he presents his findings from the first three years. It's a show about friendship, Friends™ and millennial narcissism. When it hasn't been your day, your week, your month, or even your year... What do you do? Blog about it. Of course.
Proxy Theatre Sat 6 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £8 Gypsy Rose is imprisoned in a world of fantasy, invalided and infantilised by her mother Dee Dee. Until her online Prince Charming offers a way out... “★★★★★ Proxy is a masterpiece of performance, a triumph of layered character building. Disturbing yet enthralling solo show.” —Fringe Guru “★★★★★ A solo play that is gripping from start to finish. ” —Fringe Review “★★★★ A heart-wrenching yarn, riddled with genuine pathos.” —The List “Caroline Burns Cooke's performance is astonishing.” —Broadway Baby
The Yank is a Manc! My Ancestors and Me Comedy Sat 6 Jul 20:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £8 A stand-up show based on a true story as featured in THE GUARDIAN, USA TODAY, GOOD MORNING BRITAIN & THE ONE SHOW! In a fish-out-of-water comedy of errors, Hopwood DePree tells how he gave up Tinseltown to save his 600-year-old ancestral pile. Expect family history, culture clashes and plenty of calamities as Hopwood finds out if someone from Hollywood can make it in Rochdale. While researching his ancestry online, Hopwood stumbles upon Hopwood Hall. Built by his ancestors in 1426, the 60-room mansion is now falling down. Swapping sunny LA for rainy Rochdale, Hopwood meets the locals. At last they’ve found an heir to save the Hall! But perhaps he’s not quite the heir they had in mind...
Don't Bother Spoken Word Sat 6 Jul 21:00 70 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 A stand-up poetry show about dead dogs, chocolate and nostalgia. Bróccán Tyzack-Carlin presents a semi-coherent exploration of nothing in particular, using some words that rhyme and some more that don't. You're allowed to search for Higher Meaning in this hour of comedy and spoken word, but it's probably easier if you don't bother. Bróccán is the Winner of Manchester Word War 2018, a Hammer and Tongue National Finalist 2019, and and an alumnus of the multi-award winning Durham Revue. ***** (Bunbury Magazine)
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sun 7 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
When Liam Met Emmeline in Manchester Theatre Sun 7 Jul 11:00 135 mins Manchester Roman Fort FREE What if Liam Gallagher and Emmeline Pankhurst decided to team up and take visitors on a two hour walkabout theatrical performance through Manchester? An event that blends street-art theatre, historic facts, strolling around, surprises and a titbit of Mancunian twang. Join the fun, where Manchester City Centre will be the stage on this balmy performance. Who knows what will happen? PAY WHAT YOU FEEL BASIS.
This Way Up Childrens Sun 7 Jul 11:00 45 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 A young father is moving into his new house with his daughter. There's lots to do; unpacking, decorating, organising and reorganising. All the boring things adults do which they call 'important'. But Dad's productivity is stopped in its tracks when the cardboard boxes in his living room come to life... Join the adventure with Foxtail Theatre's 40 minute play as it takes you to the Jungle, they Sky, the Antarctic, and many other wonderful locations. Told without words, the show uses puppetry, original music and physical theatre to whisk the audience away. 'This Way Up' is suitable for ages 3+.
TitsUp New Writing Sun 7 Jul 13:00 45 mins Kings Arms: Snug £5 @FACTeam
Creating Theatre - A Thespians Toolbox Theatre Sun 7 Jul 14:00 120 mins Miners Community Arts and Music Centre £10 Creating Theatre – A Thespians Toolbox A 2 hour active workshop for thespians/performers/actors/singers/dancers/magicians/anyone-interested-in-theatre to explore different methods of creating theatre. All abilities – from beginner to expert welcome. Please wear comfortable clothing for movement.
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A Quick Guide to Ruining your Life Theatre Sun 7 Jul 14:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 A play by award winning writer Laura Harper: From the outside, Dawn has it all; nice house, fast car, great friends and family, and a new job out in sunny Dubai. So why has she been hiding in her own attic for the last three months? She’s about to confess all to the world, but not before she confronts some painful home truths, uncovers a heart-breaking infidelity and learns to poop in a bucket! ________________________________________________ Laura Harper is the Winner of The Audience’s Favourite Award at the 24:7 Theatre Festival 2015, Nominated for Best Fringe Production at the 2015 Manchester Theatre Awards, Winner of The Madeline Boden Award for Best New Play at Woking Drama Festival 2017, Winner of the Iron & Fire Award for New Writing at Leatherhead Theatre Festival, and most recently, the North West Winner of the ITI Morecambe Fringe 10 Minute Play Competition.
Men Chase Women Choose Comedy Sun 7 Jul 14:00 60 mins Hope Mill Theatre £8 From People Zoo Productions comes the newly devised show 'Men Chase Women Choose' created by Sophie Giddens, Eve Shotton and Matt Holt. 'Men Chase Women Choose' is a sketch comedy show exploring women, science and sex by debunking gender myths. Using film, physical theatre and music, we will take the audience on a journey through decades of bad science. Whilst simultaneously adventuring through the female body and all it's wonders!
The Extraordinary Time-Travelling Adventures of Baron Munchausen Childrens Sun 7 Jul 15:00 60 mins Frog and Bucket Comedy Club £9 Amazing tales elegantly told. Top award-winning comedians and improvisers tell extravagant stories all based on the Adventures of Baron Munchausen. There will be swords and duels and elephants and castles built of cheese, and all of it is completely and irrefutably true. Leicester Comedy Festival Best Children's Show 2018 nominee. "All of the show was brilliant!" (Festmag). Rated by ThreeWeeks mag as one of their top 3 Children's shows to see in 2018. "Bonkers and magnificent! Best children's show I have seen at The Fringe" (Euen, Facebook) "Excellent!" (BBC Radio Leicester)
Lust Or Love Theatre Sun 7 Jul 15:00 95 mins Joshua Brooks £11 LUST OR LOVE is a new comedy by Ian D. Vernon - multi award winning feature film director. Richard and Elizabeth have lived together for 6 months. She's young, naive, and romantic. He's older, Northern, sarcastic, and jaded... On the night of their first dinner party, things do not go to plan. Richard's ex turns up! Nikki is sexy, devilish, and lustful. She'll do anything to get him back. Richard must decide, choose lust or love. Cast- Melissa Lianne Woods, Gabrielle Morris, Paul Harrison, Alex Smart. After years of writing & directing feature films, Ian has turned his hand to play-writing. After six international prestigious awards for his independent feature films, now comes LOST OR LOVE. This comedy isn't pretending to be "worthy", or give social commentary. It is purely for fun!
Wake Up Maggie Theatre Sun 7 Jul 16:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £6 Top Gun / Nutribullet / Special Brew / 80s mullet /  boiling kettles / 90s trance / Cliff Richard / bedroom dance /  ironing piles / Maggie May / mince and veg / Happy Birthday! Come on Eileen / recession bites / 10p rubbers / Friday nights Two stories.  Two lives.  Two experiences of class.  The North. The South.   Emily. Babs.  All Things Considered Theatre presents... Wake Up, Maggie!  A cabaret of class, confusion - and karaoke. 
Mocking a Murderer Comedy Sun 7 Jul 18:00 60 mins Frog and Bucket Comedy Club £5 Nigel Lovell went to school with a murderer. He also knows a little bit too much about serial killers. He also thinks that being a comedian would be the ideal job for a serial killer. This comedy kills.
People Are Happy on Trains Theatre Sun 7 Jul 19:00 45 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £8 The play follows a young woman as she deals with the grief of losing someone close to her. The play is set entirely on a train, and through her monologues and interactions with three other passengers on the train, her experience of loss becomes apparent. Grief is a universal experience, and this play showcases an experience that audiences will recognize, and never forget. Twenty Twenty Two, Manchester. Doors open 6.30pm. Tickets £8.
Men Chase Women Choose Comedy Sun 7 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Mill Theatre £8 From People Zoo Productions comes the newly devised show 'Men Chase Women Choose' created by Sophie Giddens, Eve Shotton and Matt Holt. 'Men Chase Women Choose' is a sketch comedy show exploring women, science and sex by debunking gender myths. Using film, physical theatre and music, we will take the audience on a journey through decades of bad science. Whilst simultaneously adventuring through the female body and all it's wonders!
Boudicca: First Britannia Queen [The Concept Performance] Musical Sun 7 Jul 19:30 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £6.50 “Boudicca - First Britannia Queen.” [BDKAFBQ: THE MUSICAL] This story needs to be told; even more so today than at any other period in our history. In 1986 I, co-writer Wayne Reedman, was a 2nd year Pontins Bluecoat. After one short winter season in Great Yarmouth, I was dropped off in London and found myself on Westminster Bridge right in front of Thomas Thornycroft's sculpture of “Boadicea, Queen of the ICENI Tribe.” Eureka moment! One day I just had to sit down and research her life. I thought the concept would make a great musical. So, over a number of years and a handful of false dawns, the musical was written and rewritten. It got to this stage where an abridged version of the musical is being performed at locally based, but nationally recognised, actor Will Travis's "The Way Theatre." The Musical: BDKA FBQ has been produced by a 'tribe' of talent people; through professionals; semi-pros; theatre students and students of theatre to finally bring this story to life.
Lust Or Love Theatre Sun 7 Jul 19:30 95 mins Joshua Brooks £11 LUST OR LOVE is a new comedy by Ian D. Vernon - multi award winning feature film director. Richard and Elizabeth have lived together for 6 months. She's young, naive, and romantic. He's older, Northern, sarcastic, and jaded... On the night of their first dinner party, things do not go to plan. Richard's ex turns up! Nikki is sexy, devilish, and lustful. She'll do anything to get him back. Richard must decide, choose lust or love. Cast- Melissa Lianne Woods, Gabrielle Morris, Paul Harrison, Alex Smart. After years of writing & directing feature films, Ian has turned his hand to play-writing. After six international prestigious awards for his independent feature films, now comes LOST OR LOVE. This comedy isn't pretending to be "worthy", or give social commentary. It is purely for fun!
Ladies Antebellum: A Mighty Fine Adventure Comedy Sun 7 Jul 21:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Southern Belles Annabelle and Mary-Lou are fugitives from the law and must flee for their lives. But frankly, they don’t give a damn. Get swept up in a world of swindling, stealing, romance & post office administration. Award-winning The Dead Secrets offer up their unique scripted comedy washed down with a glass of the finest lemonade in all the Carolinas. Mighty fine! “Surrender to the madness” – The List “Will leave you bouncing out of the venue with a smile and aching cheeks” – EdFringe Review Winners, Buxton Fringe Best Comedy Show (2014) ★★★★ Three Weeks ★★★★ EdFringe Review
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Mon 8 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
IS TRYING ENOUGH? New Writing Mon 8 Jul 15:00 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £8 Is Trying Enough? is an original play written and directed by Melissa Hale. The piece follows three siblings - Jay, Lou and Tommy - on their relationships, experiences and conflicts. The snippet of life focuses on issues surrounding grief, financial hardship, suicide and family dysfunction. Is Trying Enough? was first performed at The Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts in January 2019. After a successful two runs, LIPA’s founding principle and creator of BRIT School Mark Fetherstone-Witty OBE stated “if you want to be gripped, as I was, by a slice of life, do go. Created by one of our students, it felt real - an outstanding achievement”.
People Are Happy on Trains Theatre Mon 8 Jul 19:00 45 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £8 The play follows a young woman as she deals with the grief of losing someone close to her. The play is set entirely on a train, and through her monologues and interactions with three other passengers on the train, her experience of loss becomes apparent. Grief is a universal experience, and this play showcases an experience that audiences will recognize, and never forget. Twenty Twenty Two, Manchester. Doors open 6.30pm. Tickets £8.
Diary of an Expat Theatre Mon 8 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 DIARY OF AN EXPAT is a semi autobiographic comedy directed by Katharina Reinthaller (Labels, Fringe First Winner 2015) about an immigrant’s journey towards full Britishness while a funny little thing called Brexit threatens the European dream of life abroad. Faced with the possibility of having to leave her home of ten years, Cecilia Gragnani is sharing her personal experience and testimonials of others to ask: what does it feel like to be an expat? A comic story of the encounter between a modern migrant and London – a contemporary El Dorado craved by generations of young Europeans – Diary of an Expat looks at the road to becoming a British citizen, embracing a new nationality whilst staying true to your roots, and the knocks your identity takes when no country claims you as their own. From amusing miscommunications to bewildering legal technicalities, Cecilia delves into the day-to-day of living in a country that can’t pronounce your surname.
IS TRYING ENOUGH? New Writing Mon 8 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £8 Is Trying Enough? is an original play written and directed by Melissa Hale. The piece follows three siblings - Jay, Lou and Tommy - on their relationships, experiences and conflicts. The snippet of life focuses on issues surrounding grief, financial hardship, suicide and family dysfunction. Is Trying Enough? was first performed at The Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts in January 2019. After a successful two runs, LIPA’s founding principle and creator of BRIT School Mark Fetherstone-Witty OBE stated “if you want to be gripped, as I was, by a slice of life, do go. Created by one of our students, it felt real - an outstanding achievement”.
Lust Or Love Theatre Mon 8 Jul 19:30 95 mins Joshua Brooks £11 LUST OR LOVE is a new comedy by Ian D. Vernon - multi award winning feature film director. Richard and Elizabeth have lived together for 6 months. She's young, naive, and romantic. He's older, Northern, sarcastic, and jaded... On the night of their first dinner party, things do not go to plan. Richard's ex turns up! Nikki is sexy, devilish, and lustful. She'll do anything to get him back. Richard must decide, choose lust or love. Cast- Melissa Lianne Woods, Gabrielle Morris, Paul Harrison, Alex Smart. After years of writing & directing feature films, Ian has turned his hand to play-writing. After six international prestigious awards for his independent feature films, now comes LOST OR LOVE. This comedy isn't pretending to be "worthy", or give social commentary. It is purely for fun!
Ladies Antebellum: A Mighty Fine Adventure Comedy Mon 8 Jul 21:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Southern Belles Annabelle and Mary-Lou are fugitives from the law and must flee for their lives. But frankly, they don’t give a damn. Get swept up in a world of swindling, stealing, romance & post office administration. Award-winning The Dead Secrets offer up their unique scripted comedy washed down with a glass of the finest lemonade in all the Carolinas. Mighty fine! “Surrender to the madness” – The List “Will leave you bouncing out of the venue with a smile and aching cheeks” – EdFringe Review Winners, Buxton Fringe Best Comedy Show (2014) ★★★★ Three Weeks ★★★★ EdFringe Review
People Are Happy on Trains Theatre Tue 9 Jul 19:00 45 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £8 The play follows a young woman as she deals with the grief of losing someone close to her. The play is set entirely on a train, and through her monologues and interactions with three other passengers on the train, her experience of loss becomes apparent. Grief is a universal experience, and this play showcases an experience that audiences will recognize, and never forget. Twenty Twenty Two, Manchester. Doors open 6.30pm. Tickets £8.
The Death of a Muse Play Tue 9 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £7 Irish Poet W.B. Yeats was a romantic mystic with a temper that could not be held. But more than that, he was irrevocably in love with Maud Gonne. The suffragette was an activist first and mother second, with more than a few skeletons in her closet. Centuries after they have departed from the mortal realm, The Death of a Muse takes a look back at the lives and loves of the pair, along with Maud’s fraught relationship with her daughter Iseult and her abusive marriage with Irish soldier John MacBride. All the world is watching as the two throw stones and try to condemn the other to an eternity of suffering. Many proposals, fights and missteps later, it is up to the audience to decide who will go to hell and who will go to heaven -- iron-hearted Maud or self-centred William?
TBLProductions Theatre Tue 9 Jul 19:30 135 mins Lock 91 £10 Two one hour twisted yet comic explorations looking at the darker side of human nature with a short interval between. We all recognise love, we all understand hate and yet we dance between them day-by-day. How far do those emotions take us and can they push us across lines we should never have crossed? The first, Little One by Hannah Moscovitch is the haunting story of adopted siblings Aaron and Claire - one the definition of normal, the other deeply disturbed and unpredictable - and the strange lives of their neighbours, a man and his mail order bride.  The second is Eye Spy, a company devised piece: A cycle of six short plays that take a peek at the not so distant future. Eye Spy is set in a Tech-obsessed society and looks at the stories of people living under the 'BOOK' regime. Sarah, a modern influencer needs more followers, how far will she go to get them? Jack has started wearing his yellow hat with pride, why? Will we ever find the Hacker? Whatever you do DON'T type a FORBIDDEN WORD!
Diary of an Expat Theatre Tue 9 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 DIARY OF AN EXPAT is a semi autobiographic comedy directed by Katharina Reinthaller (Labels, Fringe First Winner 2015) about an immigrant’s journey towards full Britishness while a funny little thing called Brexit threatens the European dream of life abroad. Faced with the possibility of having to leave her home of ten years, Cecilia Gragnani is sharing her personal experience and testimonials of others to ask: what does it feel like to be an expat? A comic story of the encounter between a modern migrant and London – a contemporary El Dorado craved by generations of young Europeans – Diary of an Expat looks at the road to becoming a British citizen, embracing a new nationality whilst staying true to your roots, and the knocks your identity takes when no country claims you as their own. From amusing miscommunications to bewildering legal technicalities, Cecilia delves into the day-to-day of living in a country that can’t pronounce your surname.
The Empathy Experiment Spoken Word Tue 9 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £6 Is empathy facing extinction? Are mobile phones to blame? Multiple slam winning poet Rose Condo returns with her latest spoken word show. Embarking on a Day Of No Mobile Phones, Rose explores tech addiction and compassion using herself as the test subject... think Dr Jekyll meets Dr Seuss. Join Rose in the final hour of her experiment as she madly tries to capture data, record findings, navigate digital withdrawal and prove her theory that empathy can be saved. Praise for Rose Condo: Runner Up Best Spoken Word Show 2017 Saboteur Awards “Emotionally-charged performance” (BroadwayBaby.com) **** Winnipeg Free Press
Kasterborous in Bolton Theatre Tue 9 Jul 21:00 70 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 By 2018 fringe award winning writer Jonathan Hall 1999. Doctor Who maybe just another cancelled TV show but to the fans the constellations still beckon- and a fan convention like Kasterborous is the chance to meet those stars however faded they may be. Take a has-been writer, faded actress and two uber fans and the coordinates are set- but can they survive the vortex?
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Wed 10 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Once Upon A Time In Trieste New Writing Wed 10 Jul 13:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£7 World Première: Silver Pine Productions is delighted to give you Once Upon A Time In Trieste. In a fairy-tale castle on the edge of Europe's most ambiguous city, a 19th Century princess and a 20th Century revolutionary somehow find each other. Both are struggling to comprehend events that they have helped to shape, both must face unpleasant truths or lose some vital part of themselves. Over a night of prayer, cards and violence, they confront not only each other but their own inner demons as well. By morning, only one of them is left.. Once Upon A Time In Trieste is an historical drama in which truth and fiction bleed into each other, helped along by a tiny pinch of magical realism.
Close Theatre Wed 10 Jul 14:00 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £8 Close is a total theatre, post Brexit, tale of morality that tells the story of an everyday couple, as they argue about what’s for dinner or what film to watch. As the World around them slides into madness, their mundane life slowly descends into irritation, paranoia and a desire to assert control on an uncontrollable environment.
Black, And... Spoken Word Wed 10 Jul 18:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £8 ABOUT Black And... focuses on the growing up of a queer black girl living in America. It goes through the highs and lows of discovering oneself and acquiring the tools to express that. It's funny, it's angry, and it pulls no punches. It tackles subjects like absent fathers, sexuality, gender, learning one's worth, body image, race, and many other crucial central ideas that arise in the lives of queer black girls all across the world. THE PLAYWRIGHT Born and raised in Monmouth County New Jersey, Jay Délise is a published poet who has received national recognition for her writing. As a Scholastic Art and Writing Awards National Gold Key recipient, Jay has performed at locations such as Pratt University, The United Nations, The Pulitzer Center, and Carnegie Hall, for an array of audiences some of which included familiar names such as Lin Manuel Miranda, Agunda Okeyo, Kathy Najimy, Jessica Williams, Jill Dolan, BETTY, and Abigail Disney. She is currently completing a bachelor’s degree in theatre at the University of Chester in the UK. Jay has written articles for Affinity Magazine and UNAPOLOGETIC Magazine, and her work has been highlighted in publications including Afropunk, Broadway.
Shakespeare’s Sonnets Theatre Wed 10 Jul 18:00 60 mins Garrick Theatre Whitefield £15 Credits By: William Shakespeare; Translator: Shimon Zandbank; Director: Meir Ben Simon; Stage Designer: Zohar Elmaliah; Costume Designer: Rona Mishol; Music: Nadav Vikinski; Choreography: Omer Shemer; Lighting Designer: Michael Eliezer; Artistic Consultant: Roi Shulberg; Cast: Yoav Amir, Reut Berda-Levy, Odelya Dadoun, Debbie Levin, Gal Shamai. Shakespeare's Sonnets, a tower of lyrical excellence, cover such universal themes as procreation and conception, passage of time and mortality, jealousy and love, beauty and erotica. The first section is addressed to a young man; the second focuses on the 'dark lady'; other sonnets express the speaker's view regarding loneliness, old age, force of nature etc. These themes - like their dramatic equivalents - are relevant for all places, times, societies and cultures. "Shakespeare's Sonnets: Poetry-Theatre on Love and Creation" – is a unique theatrical work of Shakespeare's lyrical creation of the sonnets adapted for stage. It is not an ordinary poetry reading event! The songs are transformed into dramatic pieces; the stage interpretation of main themes creates a new sort of theatrical language.
People Are Happy on Trains Theatre Wed 10 Jul 19:00 45 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £8 The play follows a young woman as she deals with the grief of losing someone close to her. The play is set entirely on a train, and through her monologues and interactions with three other passengers on the train, her experience of loss becomes apparent. Grief is a universal experience, and this play showcases an experience that audiences will recognize, and never forget. Twenty Twenty Two, Manchester. Doors open 6.30pm. Tickets £8.
What if...?' New Writing Wed 10 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 It's a Friday night after work and the locals come to The Queen's Legs pub for a pint and Open Mic. night. Each person has their own reason for being there as they explore their fragile relationships, the skeletons in the closet, their tragedies and successes, their connections...all subtlety linked and fuelled by crisis and ego. The local pub becomes a place where everyone recognises no one and then ultimately everyone recognises what everyone else is going through and the differences they could have made if they had only known the answer to what if?...
A Broadcast To The End Of The World Comedy Wed 10 Jul 19:30 60 mins Eagle Inn £10 A one man show about a radio presenter who is broadcasting to the end of the world. Set in an unknown location in the UK, James Carr and a group of radio broadcasters were handed the job of running a radio station to a world under-threat, James found himself as the only living survivor of the team when the station was set to go LIVE. Follow his journey through a year of broadcasting 24/7 to a world that might not be listening.
Close Theatre Wed 10 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £8 Close is a total theatre, post Brexit, tale of morality that tells the story of an everyday couple, as they argue about what’s for dinner or what film to watch. As the World around them slides into madness, their mundane life slowly descends into irritation, paranoia and a desire to assert control on an uncontrollable environment.
Shakespeare’s Sonnets Theatre Wed 10 Jul 20:00 60 mins Garrick Theatre Whitefield £15 Credits By: William Shakespeare; Translator: Shimon Zandbank; Director: Meir Ben Simon; Stage Designer: Zohar Elmaliah; Costume Designer: Rona Mishol; Music: Nadav Vikinski; Choreography: Omer Shemer; Lighting Designer: Michael Eliezer; Artistic Consultant: Roi Shulberg; Cast: Yoav Amir, Reut Berda-Levy, Odelya Dadoun, Debbie Levin, Gal Shamai. Shakespeare's Sonnets, a tower of lyrical excellence, cover such universal themes as procreation and conception, passage of time and mortality, jealousy and love, beauty and erotica. The first section is addressed to a young man; the second focuses on the 'dark lady'; other sonnets express the speaker's view regarding loneliness, old age, force of nature etc. These themes - like their dramatic equivalents - are relevant for all places, times, societies and cultures. "Shakespeare's Sonnets: Poetry-Theatre on Love and Creation" – is a unique theatrical work of Shakespeare's lyrical creation of the sonnets adapted for stage. It is not an ordinary poetry reading event! The songs are transformed into dramatic pieces; the stage interpretation of main themes creates a new sort of theatrical language.
The Empathy Experiment Spoken Word Wed 10 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £6 Is empathy facing extinction? Are mobile phones to blame? Multiple slam winning poet Rose Condo returns with her latest spoken word show. Embarking on a Day Of No Mobile Phones, Rose explores tech addiction and compassion using herself as the test subject... think Dr Jekyll meets Dr Seuss. Join Rose in the final hour of her experiment as she madly tries to capture data, record findings, navigate digital withdrawal and prove her theory that empathy can be saved. Praise for Rose Condo: Runner Up Best Spoken Word Show 2017 Saboteur Awards “Emotionally-charged performance” (BroadwayBaby.com) **** Winnipeg Free Press
Chris Kehoe: The Corridor of Uncertainty Comedy Wed 10 Jul 20:30 60 mins Gullivers Lounge FREE Fake news! Conspiracy theories! Operation Fear! Snake oil salesmen abound for people who want simple answers to complicated questions. What is real? What actually are the rules to pool? How do we make sense of it all? Confused? Fear not! Chris Kehoe will explain everything in simple terms you can understand in just under an hour of stand-up comedy.
Kasterborous in Bolton Theatre Wed 10 Jul 21:00 70 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 By 2018 fringe award winning writer Jonathan Hall 1999. Doctor Who maybe just another cancelled TV show but to the fans the constellations still beckon- and a fan convention like Kasterborous is the chance to meet those stars however faded they may be. Take a has-been writer, faded actress and two uber fans and the coordinates are set- but can they survive the vortex?
Tips For people who dont work in service Theatre Thu 11 Jul 18:00 30 mins Gullivers Lounge £5 https://www.facebook.com/DeadGoodTheatre/
Black, And... Spoken Word Thu 11 Jul 18:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £8 ABOUT Black And... focuses on the growing up of a queer black girl living in America. It goes through the highs and lows of discovering oneself and acquiring the tools to express that. It's funny, it's angry, and it pulls no punches. It tackles subjects like absent fathers, sexuality, gender, learning one's worth, body image, race, and many other crucial central ideas that arise in the lives of queer black girls all across the world. THE PLAYWRIGHT Born and raised in Monmouth County New Jersey, Jay Délise is a published poet who has received national recognition for her writing. As a Scholastic Art and Writing Awards National Gold Key recipient, Jay has performed at locations such as Pratt University, The United Nations, The Pulitzer Center, and Carnegie Hall, for an array of audiences some of which included familiar names such as Lin Manuel Miranda, Agunda Okeyo, Kathy Najimy, Jessica Williams, Jill Dolan, BETTY, and Abigail Disney. She is currently completing a bachelor’s degree in theatre at the University of Chester in the UK. Jay has written articles for Affinity Magazine and UNAPOLOGETIC Magazine, and her work has been highlighted in publications including Afropunk, Broadway.
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Thu 11 Jul 18:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
Once Upon A Time In Trieste New Writing Thu 11 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£7 World Première: Silver Pine Productions is delighted to give you Once Upon A Time In Trieste. In a fairy-tale castle on the edge of Europe's most ambiguous city, a 19th Century princess and a 20th Century revolutionary somehow find each other. Both are struggling to comprehend events that they have helped to shape, both must face unpleasant truths or lose some vital part of themselves. Over a night of prayer, cards and violence, they confront not only each other but their own inner demons as well. By morning, only one of them is left.. Once Upon A Time In Trieste is an historical drama in which truth and fiction bleed into each other, helped along by a tiny pinch of magical realism.
Shakespeare’s Sonnets Theatre Thu 11 Jul 19:00 60 mins Garrick Theatre Whitefield £15 Credits By: William Shakespeare; Translator: Shimon Zandbank; Director: Meir Ben Simon; Stage Designer: Zohar Elmaliah; Costume Designer: Rona Mishol; Music: Nadav Vikinski; Choreography: Omer Shemer; Lighting Designer: Michael Eliezer; Artistic Consultant: Roi Shulberg; Cast: Yoav Amir, Reut Berda-Levy, Odelya Dadoun, Debbie Levin, Gal Shamai. Shakespeare's Sonnets, a tower of lyrical excellence, cover such universal themes as procreation and conception, passage of time and mortality, jealousy and love, beauty and erotica. The first section is addressed to a young man; the second focuses on the 'dark lady'; other sonnets express the speaker's view regarding loneliness, old age, force of nature etc. These themes - like their dramatic equivalents - are relevant for all places, times, societies and cultures. "Shakespeare's Sonnets: Poetry-Theatre on Love and Creation" – is a unique theatrical work of Shakespeare's lyrical creation of the sonnets adapted for stage. It is not an ordinary poetry reading event! The songs are transformed into dramatic pieces; the stage interpretation of main themes creates a new sort of theatrical language.
Unbreakable Theatre Thu 11 Jul 19:00 65 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What will you fight for when loyalty and trust are put to the test? Drug addiction, temptation and money can break the faith in oneself but can it break the bond of love. An inspiring story of the human spirit, based on a true story. Starring Danny Clifford and Eve Gordon. This is Danny’s second play, his first play ‘From Heaven to Hell’ received 5 star reviews and was nominated for two awards.
A Touch of Magic Theatre Thu 11 Jul 19:00 75 mins The Met £8 A Touch of Magic - a Romantic Comedy. Ron and Carol's anniversary trip to Tenerife is gate-crashed by Owen, an over zealous holiday rep whose presence unveils a deeply buried secret. Writer - Anne Wynne. Northern Soul nominated Northern Writer of the Year 2021
Stages Theatre Thu 11 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £10 Written by Jordan Kennedy and Directed by Marissa Moore. Inspired by the Directors own experiences Talespin Theatre brings you a family, with words unspoken could lead them down a tricky path. One sibling, isolated at university with the rest of the family surrounded by loved ones but alone all the same. What is left unspoken? And what will it take to bring this family back together again?
It's All Gravy Comedy Thu 11 Jul 19:30 150 mins Lock 91 £7 Having grown up on the gravy-soaked cobbles of Radcliffe, a small town near Manchester, surviving thanks to home knitted t-shirts, raffle prizes and treasures found in the canal, Nicola now lives a world away in that there London and she's got a lot to say about it. Navigating bringing up three Londoner middle-class children who love olives, can she ever fit in or will she get found out? A very funny, warm hearted, lively hour with lots of punchlines. Following on from the success of last year's Edinburgh Fringe show, "Meet in the Middle" with comedian Rachel Wheeley, Nicola is pleased to be performing her first solo show back home, in Manchester. “Brilliant set from a very watchable storyteller, pulls you into her world and pummels you with punchlines” Humdingers Comedy
Fly Theatre Thu 11 Jul 19:30 40 mins Old Bank Residency £5 An office worker, with big plans. One day, she’ll fly away , but today she needs to be on a conference call. Or, at least, a few minutes of one. You know the ones. What she could achieve with the time lost on the rest of the call. Her actual work for a start, but daydreams never lead back to reality do they? In that time she could have created some art, read poetry.. delivered a TED talk..learned a new skill.. recorded a vlog.. booked that flight... She could start to change the world.... Or at least her own world. But they’re just daydreams. No one ever actually gives them a go... do they? A debut solo show written and performed by Lisa O'Hare... giving it a go The show takes place in a building Lisa worked in for 8 years. Lisa is a tax adviser by day, who, 25 years after earning a Diploma in Stage Technique, is putting it to use for the first time.
Disrupted New Writing Thu 11 Jul 19:30 90 mins 3MT £7.50 It’s Wednesday. Ash and Johnny have come to their usual pub to skive from uni and drink, like they always do, but things are about to change in their friendship. A newly written play that explores the depths of toxic masculinity, strains of friendship and acceptance of people for who they are. This is the World debut of "Disrupted". Starring Curtis Worrell as Ash and Nathaniel McCartney as Johnny.
Jim Campbell: Work in Progress Comedy Thu 11 Jul 20:00 60 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £6 Jim Campbell descends from the Scottish clan who inspired Game of Thrones’ Red Wedding. They weren’t the good guys. Having inherited their fiery temper, he needs to calm down. Join him on his journey to inner peace, via complete and utter rage. "Packed full of gags" - Chortle The List **** Fest ****
The Empathy Experiment Spoken Word Thu 11 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £6 Is empathy facing extinction? Are mobile phones to blame? Multiple slam winning poet Rose Condo returns with her latest spoken word show. Embarking on a Day Of No Mobile Phones, Rose explores tech addiction and compassion using herself as the test subject... think Dr Jekyll meets Dr Seuss. Join Rose in the final hour of her experiment as she madly tries to capture data, record findings, navigate digital withdrawal and prove her theory that empathy can be saved. Praise for Rose Condo: Runner Up Best Spoken Word Show 2017 Saboteur Awards “Emotionally-charged performance” (BroadwayBaby.com) **** Winnipeg Free Press
70' A New Decade Of Fun. Spoken Word Thu 11 Jul 20:30 45 mins Gullivers Lounge £6 70' A New Decade Of Fun. Is a new performance of spoken word/poetry with comedy which shows that ageing doesn't have to mean that you stop enjoying life and exploring new ideas. That ageing is not for wimps and let’s put back humour in our lives, celebrate ageing and the challenges it brings. Growing Old Disgracefully
The Suitcase, The Beggar & The Wind Theatre Thu 11 Jul 20:30 60 mins Stockport Station £5 Some people just walk by on the train platform. Others stop to dream about stars, time and maybe even Love. Taking you back to the golden age of steam in a piece that makes us think more about our journey ahead. Enjoy this site specific play unfold in a disused warehouse on Stockport Train Station. ‘A joy to watch.’ **** North West End Review. ***MANCHESTER FRINGE WINNERS 2017*** **TOTAL SELL OUT 2017**
Kasterborous in Bolton Theatre Thu 11 Jul 21:00 70 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 By 2018 fringe award winning writer Jonathan Hall 1999. Doctor Who maybe just another cancelled TV show but to the fans the constellations still beckon- and a fan convention like Kasterborous is the chance to meet those stars however faded they may be. Take a has-been writer, faded actress and two uber fans and the coordinates are set- but can they survive the vortex?
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Fri 12 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Aussie Wildlife Whisperer Comedy Fri 12 Jul 18:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £3 Aussie Wildlife Whisperer is about all of the gorgeous animals you can find in Australia like the koalas, the kangaroos, and the spiders! Growing up with her greenie parents who are birdwatchers, Kath is true blue about Australian nature. Find out about her "special" house guests, and her thoughts on UK wildlife and adapting to Winter (bbbbrrrr). Performing with a irreverent G'day and an Australian accent, what's not to love? Come along possums! "Funny and delightful. Had the audience engrossed. Book this woman." - Stand Up at The Studio, Widnes “Gets all her material from me” - Her Grandma
Black, And... Spoken Word Fri 12 Jul 18:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £8 ABOUT Black And... focuses on the growing up of a queer black girl living in America. It goes through the highs and lows of discovering oneself and acquiring the tools to express that. It's funny, it's angry, and it pulls no punches. It tackles subjects like absent fathers, sexuality, gender, learning one's worth, body image, race, and many other crucial central ideas that arise in the lives of queer black girls all across the world. THE PLAYWRIGHT Born and raised in Monmouth County New Jersey, Jay Délise is a published poet who has received national recognition for her writing. As a Scholastic Art and Writing Awards National Gold Key recipient, Jay has performed at locations such as Pratt University, The United Nations, The Pulitzer Center, and Carnegie Hall, for an array of audiences some of which included familiar names such as Lin Manuel Miranda, Agunda Okeyo, Kathy Najimy, Jessica Williams, Jill Dolan, BETTY, and Abigail Disney. She is currently completing a bachelor’s degree in theatre at the University of Chester in the UK. Jay has written articles for Affinity Magazine and UNAPOLOGETIC Magazine, and her work has been highlighted in publications including Afropunk, Broadway.
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Fri 12 Jul 18:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
Once Upon A Time In Trieste New Writing Fri 12 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£7 World Première: Silver Pine Productions is delighted to give you Once Upon A Time In Trieste. In a fairy-tale castle on the edge of Europe's most ambiguous city, a 19th Century princess and a 20th Century revolutionary somehow find each other. Both are struggling to comprehend events that they have helped to shape, both must face unpleasant truths or lose some vital part of themselves. Over a night of prayer, cards and violence, they confront not only each other but their own inner demons as well. By morning, only one of them is left.. Once Upon A Time In Trieste is an historical drama in which truth and fiction bleed into each other, helped along by a tiny pinch of magical realism.
Unbreakable Theatre Fri 12 Jul 19:00 65 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What will you fight for when loyalty and trust are put to the test? Drug addiction, temptation and money can break the faith in oneself but can it break the bond of love. An inspiring story of the human spirit, based on a true story. Starring Danny Clifford and Eve Gordon. This is Danny’s second play, his first play ‘From Heaven to Hell’ received 5 star reviews and was nominated for two awards.
Stages Theatre Fri 12 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £10 Written by Jordan Kennedy and Directed by Marissa Moore. Inspired by the Directors own experiences Talespin Theatre brings you a family, with words unspoken could lead them down a tricky path. One sibling, isolated at university with the rest of the family surrounded by loved ones but alone all the same. What is left unspoken? And what will it take to bring this family back together again?
TBLProductions Theatre Fri 12 Jul 19:30 120 mins Eagle Inn £10 Two one hour twisted yet comic explorations looking at the darker side of human nature with a short interval between. We all recognise love, we all understand hate and yet we dance between them day-by-day. How far do those emotions take us and can they push us across lines we should never have crossed? The first, Little One by Hannah Moscovitch is the haunting story of adopted siblings Aaron and Claire - one the definition of normal, the other deeply disturbed and unpredictable - and the strange lives of their neighbours, a man and his mail order bride.  The second is Eye Spy, a company devised piece: A cycle of six short plays that take a peek at the not so distant future. Eye Spy is set in a Tech-obsessed society and looks at the stories of people living under the 'BOOK' regime. Sarah, a modern influencer needs more followers, how far will she go to get them? Jack has started wearing his yellow hat with pride, why? Will we ever find the Hacker? Whatever you do DON'T type a FORBIDDEN WORD!
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Boots 'n' Braces Theatre Fri 12 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £7 Join us in witnessing the demise of one of the most genuinely misunderstood post-war subcultures, the Skinhead! Boots 'n' Braces follows the journey of three young Skins, discovering themselves through: music, fashion and football. Though through the rise of the National Front, this isn't as easy as they first thought. This original piece by Farewell Theatre Company will leave you thinking about your preconceptions of Skinheads; were you too quick to judge? Join us in our post show discussion to tell us your thoughts and opinions. We are Performing at Footlights Theatre on the 12th and 13th of July at 7:30pm. The show is on for one hour with a post-show discussion for up to half an hour afterwards. The address for Footlights is: 48 Kansas Avenue, Media City Uk, City Of Salford M50 2GL. There is FREE parking.
Reality Sucks! Comedy Fri 12 Jul 19:30 60 mins Nexus Art Cafe FREE Nav Chima grew up so poor she lived in a discarded soda can. Escape reality with a Stand up comedian so underground, she’s only performed in sewer pipes to society’s pests: wasted possums and advertising executives. Awarded ‘Wittiest Comedian’ by the raccoons that live across from her. Note: This award was given sarcastically. More info and dates on navchima.squarespace.com. You can find Nav Chima on YouTube and Instagram.
The Suitcase, The Beggar & The Wind Theatre Fri 12 Jul 19:30 60 mins Stockport Station £5 Some people just walk by on the train platform. Others stop to dream about stars, time and maybe even Love. Taking you back to the golden age of steam in a piece that makes us think more about our journey ahead. Enjoy this site specific play unfold in a disused warehouse on Stockport Train Station. ‘A joy to watch.’ **** North West End Review. ***MANCHESTER FRINGE WINNERS 2017*** **TOTAL SELL OUT 2017**
Disrupted New Writing Fri 12 Jul 19:30 90 mins 3MT £7.50 It’s Wednesday. Ash and Johnny have come to their usual pub to skive from uni and drink, like they always do, but things are about to change in their friendship. A newly written play that explores the depths of toxic masculinity, strains of friendship and acceptance of people for who they are. This is the World debut of "Disrupted". Starring Curtis Worrell as Ash and Nathaniel McCartney as Johnny.
99 (First World) Problems Ft. Andy Quirk and Anna J Comedy Fri 12 Jul 20:30 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £5 Andy Quirk, The UK’s Premier Rapper of First World Problems and his Lead Backup Dancer, Anna J, invite you to join their crew for a musical comedy show dealing with the inconsequential irks of modern living. Part concert / part tongue in cheek therapy session with a genre-busting soundtrack paying homage to everything from nineties europop to grime there’s room in the crew for everyone! ☆☆☆☆☆ - Bunbury Magazine. ☆☆☆☆ – Mumble Comedy. “You should be first in the queue for this” - Fringepig
Scottish Falsetto Socks: Roll Up! Comedy Fri 12 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 Roll up! Roll up! They're Socks and they roll up! The Bath Comedy Festival Best Joke Award 2018 Winning Socks return with their brand new show, bringing you all the fun of the fair. The roar of the greasepaint and the smell of some socks. The Award Winning Socks are back with an hour of fire-breathing, tightrope-walking, juggling, magic and burlesque. Probably. New show, circus & music hall stylee. Did we mention we won an award? (Bath Comedy Festival Best Joke Award 2018. You heard) "Space age comedy to knock your socks off" - ★★★★ Daily Record  "Had every single audience member... laughing until they cried." ★★★★★ Edinburgh Evening News "I experienced streaming tears of laughter and almost fell off my chair clutching my aching sides" ***** 5 STARS Broadway Baby
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sat 13 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Pramkicker Play Sat 13 Jul 14:00 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Jude has always known she doesn't want kids. Her sister Susie isn't sure if her ovaries are twingeing or if she just needs a wee. One day, in a café full of 'yummy mummies', Jude loses the plot and kicks a pram. Then gets arrested. Then gets sent to anger management. Susie goes along for the ride and uses the opportunity to confess a secret. Pramkicker takes an unflinching look at what it means to be a modern woman.
Mama G’s Story Time Roadshow Childrens Sat 13 Jul 16:00 60 mins Kings Arms Snug £8 Combining panto, drag and the art of storytelling this all-singing, partial-dancing extravaganza is filled with stories about being who you are and loving who you want. Come and meet Mama G's range of wonderful characters: confused horses, feuding fairies, champion twerkers and... Oprah; in stories that will make the whole family think, laugh and love. Let Mama G introduce your children to the world you want them to grow up in - one filled with love, equality and sequins! There may even be a twerking competition - so get practicing! Suitable for the whole family! Mama G is played by popular panto dame Robert Pearce, who has appeared in over twenty-five professional pantomimes over the last fifteen years. Robert also writes Mama G's stories alongside his other writing for the stage including the Haven Holidays summer panto and professional productions across the UK. “Everyone needs a Mama G to show them how to be brave, loving, considerate and open-minded human beings” – London Pub Theatres
Aussie Wildlife Whisperer Comedy Sat 13 Jul 18:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £3 Aussie Wildlife Whisperer is about all of the gorgeous animals you can find in Australia like the koalas, the kangaroos, and the spiders! Growing up with her greenie parents who are birdwatchers, Kath is true blue about Australian nature. Find out about her "special" house guests, and her thoughts on UK wildlife and adapting to Winter (bbbbrrrr). Performing with a irreverent G'day and an Australian accent, what's not to love? Come along possums! "Funny and delightful. Had the audience engrossed. Book this woman." - Stand Up at The Studio, Widnes “Gets all her material from me” - Her Grandma
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Sat 13 Jul 18:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
Unbreakable Theatre Sat 13 Jul 19:00 65 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What will you fight for when loyalty and trust are put to the test? Drug addiction, temptation and money can break the faith in oneself but can it break the bond of love. An inspiring story of the human spirit, based on a true story. Starring Danny Clifford and Eve Gordon. This is Danny’s second play, his first play ‘From Heaven to Hell’ received 5 star reviews and was nominated for two awards.
Stages Theatre Sat 13 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £10 Written by Jordan Kennedy and Directed by Marissa Moore. Inspired by the Directors own experiences Talespin Theatre brings you a family, with words unspoken could lead them down a tricky path. One sibling, isolated at university with the rest of the family surrounded by loved ones but alone all the same. What is left unspoken? And what will it take to bring this family back together again?
TBLProductions Theatre Sat 13 Jul 19:30 120 mins Eagle Inn £10 Two one hour twisted yet comic explorations looking at the darker side of human nature with a short interval between. We all recognise love, we all understand hate and yet we dance between them day-by-day. How far do those emotions take us and can they push us across lines we should never have crossed? The first, Little One by Hannah Moscovitch is the haunting story of adopted siblings Aaron and Claire - one the definition of normal, the other deeply disturbed and unpredictable - and the strange lives of their neighbours, a man and his mail order bride.  The second is Eye Spy, a company devised piece: A cycle of six short plays that take a peek at the not so distant future. Eye Spy is set in a Tech-obsessed society and looks at the stories of people living under the 'BOOK' regime. Sarah, a modern influencer needs more followers, how far will she go to get them? Jack has started wearing his yellow hat with pride, why? Will we ever find the Hacker? Whatever you do DON'T type a FORBIDDEN WORD!
Boots 'n' Braces Theatre Sat 13 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £7 Join us in witnessing the demise of one of the most genuinely misunderstood post-war subcultures, the Skinhead! Boots 'n' Braces follows the journey of three young Skins, discovering themselves through: music, fashion and football. Though through the rise of the National Front, this isn't as easy as they first thought. This original piece by Farewell Theatre Company will leave you thinking about your preconceptions of Skinheads; were you too quick to judge? Join us in our post show discussion to tell us your thoughts and opinions. We are Performing at Footlights Theatre on the 12th and 13th of July at 7:30pm. The show is on for one hour with a post-show discussion for up to half an hour afterwards. The address for Footlights is: 48 Kansas Avenue, Media City Uk, City Of Salford M50 2GL. There is FREE parking.
Disrupted New Writing Sat 13 Jul 19:30 90 mins 3MT £7.50 It’s Wednesday. Ash and Johnny have come to their usual pub to skive from uni and drink, like they always do, but things are about to change in their friendship. A newly written play that explores the depths of toxic masculinity, strains of friendship and acceptance of people for who they are. This is the World debut of "Disrupted". Starring Curtis Worrell as Ash and Nathaniel McCartney as Johnny.
Thespianage's Secret Comedy Shindig Comedy Sat 13 Jul 19:30 90 mins Gullivers Lounge £4 The "bizarre and insanely talented" (MCRFringeReview) performers of Thespianage Productions bring you an evening of comedy that's so absolutely 100% top secret classified, even we don't know what it is... Featuring some of your favourite Thespianage regulars and special guests, this is a comedy show worth infiltrating! Thespianage Productions are a Manchester-based comedy troupe who have been performing sketches, stand up and improv comedy together for nearly 10 years. Having performed at the Manchester, Birmingham, York and Edinburgh Fringe festivals, they're an experienced group of "talented performers with an eye for the absurd" (RemoteGoat). Make sure that you stay up to date with all of Thespianage's comedy events by liking us on Facebook or following us on Twitter and Instagram. For more information, reviews and upcoming events visit our website. Like what you see? Thespianage are also performing a brand new show, entitled 'Japesh*t' at the Greater Manchester Fringe in 2019. Ahead of a mini tour to the Great Yorkshire and Birmingham Fringe Festivals, be the first to see the world premiere of Japesh*t! Gullivers Lounge, Saturday 6th July, 19:30.
Tales from Northern Britain Comedy Sat 13 Jul 20:00 45 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £5 In a time where the country has never been more divided, Stan Wallace has complete conviction in his belief that both Remainers and Leavers need to fuck off, and he’s here to vent his frustration. And that’s where you come in. For the past 5 years, either through work or leisure, Stan has travelled all around Britain, especially the North and Scotland. In it, he’s found breathtaking natural beauty, *sobering* social and economic hardship, and heartwarming kindness in many people. He has also encountered more than his fair share of blurts, too. Despite being born in England, and living there for most of his life, Stan doesn’t feel particularly English. After both the Scottish Independence and EU Referendums, Stan’s anxiety over his identity has heightened tenfold. In fact, he now realises that he detests a large portion of his fellow countrymen and women. Politicians piss him off. Middle England grates on him. Post industrial Britain riles him beyond belief. Join him on an exploration of the best- and very worst-of what Northern Britain has to offer. From Barnsley folk using Kestrels for medicine, to failed southern stag-do expeditions to Newcastle, Stan will rant and seethe h
Cally Beaton: Invisible Comedy Sat 13 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £5 Invisible is the new show from Cally Beaton (as seen on QI) – an unflinching, hilarious and unexpected insight into life at an age when the world ghosts you. Cally tells the story of the time she nearly disappeared, in Iceland - the country, not the shop. From behind the lines of the mid-life resistance, she gets her shellac-ed claws into survival. Cally mines the funny where you least expect it, turning gender stereotypes on their head as she goes. She won't go gentle into that good night. She might go mental. But she'll never go gentle. ‘Exciting and hilarious talent’ Time Out. ‘Clever running gags’ **** The Arts Desk. ‘Properly funny’ Sandi Toksvig.
Madame Chandelier's Rough Guide to the Opera Comedy Sat 13 Jul 21:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £8 In a camp fusion of comedy, cabaret and opera, Madame Chandelier guides you through all her favourite songs. She's got jokes, an accordion and some F-ing high notes. Having trained and performed as an opera singer for over a decade, Madame Chandelier looked around one day and thought, you know what this stuff really needs? Gags, drinking games, and a Nessun Dorma sing-along! "Brilliantly memorable" Operissima
THE F**K IT BUTTON Theatre Sat 13 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What makes you press yours? Comedy actor and writer Ali Kahn reveals her f**k it list; how she lost herself in weed and wanking until she found her spiritual erection. She'll make you want to f**k it in a whole new way. "A brilliant comedy actress in her own right...Kahn's versatility is perfect" (North West End). Shortlisted for Best Actor, GM Fringe Festival 2018. Written and perfomed by Ali Kahn. Directed by Anna Macgowan.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sun 14 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
What if...?' New Writing Sun 14 Jul 14:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 It's a Friday night after work and the locals come to The Queen's Legs pub for a pint and Open Mic. night. Each person has their own reason for being there as they explore their fragile relationships, the skeletons in the closet, their tragedies and successes, their connections...all subtlety linked and fuelled by crisis and ego. The local pub becomes a place where everyone recognises no one and then ultimately everyone recognises what everyone else is going through and the differences they could have made if they had only known the answer to what if?...
Stages Theatre Sun 14 Jul 14:00 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £10 Written by Jordan Kennedy and Directed by Marissa Moore. Inspired by the Directors own experiences Talespin Theatre brings you a family, with words unspoken could lead them down a tricky path. One sibling, isolated at university with the rest of the family surrounded by loved ones but alone all the same. What is left unspoken? And what will it take to bring this family back together again?
Aussie Wildlife Whisperer Comedy Sun 14 Jul 16:00 45 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £3 Aussie Wildlife Whisperer is about all of the gorgeous animals you can find in Australia like the koalas, the kangaroos, and the spiders! Growing up with her greenie parents who are birdwatchers, Kath is true blue about Australian nature. Find out about her "special" house guests, and her thoughts on UK wildlife and adapting to Winter (bbbbrrrr). Performing with a irreverent G'day and an Australian accent, what's not to love? Come along possums! "Funny and delightful. Had the audience engrossed. Book this woman." - Stand Up at The Studio, Widnes “Gets all her material from me” - Her Grandma
Mama G’s Story Time Roadshow Childrens Sun 14 Jul 16:00 60 mins Kings Arms Snug £8 Combining panto, drag and the art of storytelling this all-singing, partial-dancing extravaganza is filled with stories about being who you are and loving who you want. Come and meet Mama G's range of wonderful characters: confused horses, feuding fairies, champion twerkers and... Oprah; in stories that will make the whole family think, laugh and love. Let Mama G introduce your children to the world you want them to grow up in - one filled with love, equality and sequins! There may even be a twerking competition - so get practicing! Suitable for the whole family! Mama G is played by popular panto dame Robert Pearce, who has appeared in over twenty-five professional pantomimes over the last fifteen years. Robert also writes Mama G's stories alongside his other writing for the stage including the Haven Holidays summer panto and professional productions across the UK. “Everyone needs a Mama G to show them how to be brave, loving, considerate and open-minded human beings” – London Pub Theatres
Fifty and Nifty New Writing Sun 14 Jul 18:00 100 mins Miners Community Arts and Music Centre £12 A night of 5 short plays all with the common theme of being in over fifty, taking a sideways view of getting old. Join us for a mix of both comedy and drama covering a range of topics about life in later years.
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Sun 14 Jul 18:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
Isa Bonachera: The Great Emptiness Comedy Sun 14 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £10 Isa has been obsessed with outer space all her life, and she spent twenty years trying to become an astronaut. Did she ever get any closer? Award-winning comedian Isa Bonachera will take you on a tour of the cosmos and her broken dreams in this unique stand-up comedy experience. Isa is a BBC New Comedy Award 2018 finalist, Phoenix Artist Club Cabaret Award 2018 third-place winner, Leicester Square Sketch Off! 2018 runner-up, Max Turner Prize 2018 finalist, and Leicester Square New Comedian of the Year 2017 finalist.
Salford Revue Comedy Sun 14 Jul 19:00 120 mins Eagle Inn FREE The Salford Revue- Sal' for laughs, the University of Salford's comedy society is a group go students that boasts some of the best up and coming comedy performers. A comedic styling is not something associated with our performances as each member brings their own unique ideas and sense of humour whether its musical, satirical or physical. The society has everything from comedic sketches to experienced stand-up routines. The show is a collaboration of all the things we have been working on for the past few months. With a mixture of original sketches and stand up, it will be a strong representation of how a group of students view the world.
Stages Theatre Sun 14 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £10 Written by Jordan Kennedy and Directed by Marissa Moore. Inspired by the Directors own experiences Talespin Theatre brings you a family, with words unspoken could lead them down a tricky path. One sibling, isolated at university with the rest of the family surrounded by loved ones but alone all the same. What is left unspoken? And what will it take to bring this family back together again?
Pramkicker Play Sun 14 Jul 19:30 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Jude has always known she doesn't want kids. Her sister Susie isn't sure if her ovaries are twingeing or if she just needs a wee. One day, in a café full of 'yummy mummies', Jude loses the plot and kicks a pram. Then gets arrested. Then gets sent to anger management. Susie goes along for the ride and uses the opportunity to confess a secret. Pramkicker takes an unflinching look at what it means to be a modern woman.
Best In Class Comedy Sun 14 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £5 Showcasing underrepresented working-class comedy voices. Sponsored by Spam, chippy teas, waste grounds, hanging around, knock-off trainers, a fella your dad knows, weed, the unions, crap schools, bunking off, electric meters, Brixton, Toxteth, Grenfell, hand-me-down clothes, caravans, the back of a lorry, failed MOTs, failed GCSEs, bus stops, payday loans, bacon, pubs, pints, tobacco, Margaret f*cking Thatcher, Cash Converters, Universal Credit, zero-hour contracts, jam butties, gravy, pyjamas, broken glass, broken homes, playing out, white lightning, E, backyards, slums, dying young, the NHS, tired dads, fierce mums and empowerment. All ticket sales help fund working class comedians to perform at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. A crowd-funded profit-share, as it should be.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Mon 15 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Mon 15 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Mon 15 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Mon 15 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £6 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Tue 16 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £6 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
2 Clowns 1 Cup Physical Theatre Tue 16 Jul 18:30 60 mins Cobden Works £7 Sex. It’s raw, passionate, intimate and exciting. But sometimes, sex can be downright funny. Ugly Bucket have invited women to dish all the dirty details, and now they invite you to join two clowns on a wild journey of sex and self-discovery as these stories and experiences are brought to life in an outrageous style. From puberty to puppetry, condoms to clowning, music and masturbation, 2 Clowns 1 Cup explores everything unsexy in sex, with little left to the imagination. Sexy, honest and stupid. Ugly Buckets new piece of extra physical theatre will leave you begging for more. Warning – you will get wet
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Tue 16 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
The Death of a Muse Play Tue 16 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £7 Irish Poet W.B. Yeats was a romantic mystic with a temper that could not be held. But more than that, he was irrevocably in love with Maud Gonne. The suffragette was an activist first and mother second, with more than a few skeletons in her closet. Centuries after they have departed from the mortal realm, The Death of a Muse takes a look back at the lives and loves of the pair, along with Maud’s fraught relationship with her daughter Iseult and her abusive marriage with Irish soldier John MacBride. All the world is watching as the two throw stones and try to condemn the other to an eternity of suffering. Many proposals, fights and missteps later, it is up to the audience to decide who will go to hell and who will go to heaven -- iron-hearted Maud or self-centred William?
The Melting of a Single Snowflake By Libby Hall Theatre Tue 16 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 “There’s no telling what people will do, I think thoroughly good people are capable of thoroughly wicked things.’ A group of outcasts, freaks, and weirdos find friendship and common ground during the Summer holidays after the disappearance of a local school boy unites them, and forces them to examine the role they each played in his life. As they embark on a mission to find him, it becomes clear that the events of Summer ’19 will stay with them forever. “Everything has an impact, everything, everything. Even a tiny inconsequential something, like the melting of a single snowflake, can eventually lead to an avalanche.” A coming of age play that looks at the darker side of humanity, the ugly things that motivate and connect us.
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Tue 16 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
Holy Land Theatre Tue 16 Jul 20:00 75 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £12 You wanna film me Timmy? You wanna film me now? You ever do anything again, And I will follow you to the end of the world. Like a ghost. Like your dead ancestors. The world is on fire. Jon has just lost his daughter. Tim can't leave his office. Jon has bought a gun. Tim still can't leave his office. Not yet. Kate is just trying to get through the day. One drop of sweat. One little squeeze. One drop of blood. One little bullet. Three stories of online escapism and revolt interweave in this new show from Elegy. Fusing multimedia, vivid new writing and spoken word; Holy Land is an excavation of the dark side of the internet and human nature. Who is really accountable for what happens- How little control do we have- And how much of it can we take? The writer was shortlisted for The Royal Court Introductory Writers Group 2018.
Maisie Adam: Hang Fire (Work-In-Progress) Comedy Tue 16 Jul 21:15 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 Winner of So You Think You're Funny and the Amused Moose Award, Maisie returns to Edinburgh following her Best Newcomer-nominated debut. When Maisie was 13, she googled herself on a school computer. The top result was a news story, accompanied by two mugshots. It would seem - unbeknown to Maisie - she was part of something very dramatic years before and was only just discovering it now. As seen on 8 Out Of 10 Cats and The Stand-Up Sketch Show. "Every stage of her tale is told with wit, charm and sincerity" - The Wee Review "Go see Maisie Adam now and have bragging rights for years to come" - The Herald "Maisie Adam is phenomenal" - The Scotsman "Effortlessly charming....a magnetic stage presence" - The Skinny "Mightily impressive...perhaps the next chronicler of life for twentysomethings" - Chortle ****The List ****EdFest Mag ****The Skinny ****Voice Mag ****Thee Wee Review
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Wed 17 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Untitled, the deep sleep Visual Arts Wed 17 Jul 18:00 360 mins The Kings Arms: Front Garden FREE Untitled The Deep Sleep is a performance installation by multi-disciplinary artist Yulia Hampton. The artist invites members of the public to share one of the most intimate experiences - sleep. From the middle of a city-center square, to the intersection of a busy road, Hampton takes her work to outdoor areas not usually considered to be ideal places for sleep. Working alone, the artist creates a theatrical installation, setting herself up on an elevated platform - part bed, part stage – where she settles down to sleep beneath the open sky. Cameras observe her from above and around, projecting the surrounding and her performance onto screens below. At once serious and absurd, the project has no agenda and is open to the intervention of chance. The artist prefers to avoid any public conduct, exploring the freedom of will for a Spectator or Participant, a Creator and/or Critic. Untitled The Deep Sleep is a work which raises questions about the nature of performance art and the roles that audience member and artist play together. While being present, but asleep, the artist has no conscious contact with public. The act of sleeping is the performance technique enables the performer to
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Wed 17 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
The Flat-Footed, Dyslexic, Middle-Aged Teenager Comedy Wed 17 Jul 18:30 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £5 The adventures of a middle-aged teenager. Eighteen year old Jacob Hulland leaves home and arrives at Uni, only to find he is anything but a 'normal' student. As he begins to look for the meaning of life, The Univers(ity) and Everything, he makes the startling discovery that he is flat-footed, officially dyslexic and the only sober man on his course. He has, indeed, entered a dark new world...Hampshire.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Wed 17 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £6 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
TBLProductions Theatre Wed 17 Jul 19:30 135 mins Lock 91 £10 Two one hour twisted yet comic explorations looking at the darker side of human nature with a short interval between. We all recognise love, we all understand hate and yet we dance between them day-by-day. How far do those emotions take us and can they push us across lines we should never have crossed? The first, Little One by Hannah Moscovitch is the haunting story of adopted siblings Aaron and Claire - one the definition of normal, the other deeply disturbed and unpredictable - and the strange lives of their neighbours, a man and his mail order bride.  The second is Eye Spy, a company devised piece: A cycle of six short plays that take a peek at the not so distant future. Eye Spy is set in a Tech-obsessed society and looks at the stories of people living under the 'BOOK' regime. Sarah, a modern influencer needs more followers, how far will she go to get them? Jack has started wearing his yellow hat with pride, why? Will we ever find the Hacker? Whatever you do DON'T type a FORBIDDEN WORD!
Mojo Theatre Wed 17 Jul 19:30 140 mins The Met £10 WonderIfTheatre stages ‘MOJO’ - Jez Butterworth’s original slick, violent, black comedy. Set in the heart of Manchester’s early 1990’s club scene, gangland bosses jostle for power and the worlds of petty crooks – high on speed, slimming pills and anything else they can get their mitts on – collide and culminate in a night of disaster. Come and meet Potts, Sweets, Skinny, Mickey and Baby and watch their world turn upside down as they try to locate Silver Johnny and figure out exactly what has happened to notorious gang leader, Ezra. It’s not to be missed!
Big Box Aliens Comedy Wed 17 Jul 19:30 60 mins Lock 91 £7 Big Box Aliens, is a surreal whistle-stop life story with songs and a terrible stall selling everything you don't need. As a child, John was told that the aliens came down to save us from the desert in a big box. Will they come down again today? The eagerly awaited follow-up from 2016's sell-out comedy show #DigitalGoy. Dealing with some big issues, gently interactive, crazy and meandering, truly alternative and funny with subtle and powerful moments; what more could you ask for?
Synchronicity Theatre Wed 17 Jul 19:30 60 mins YES £7 Southend, 1990. F***ing the system, f***ing goths, going to riots and raves and yeah! F*** the poll tax!' New writing exploring self-esteem, relationships and alcoholism. Join Phoebe and Luna as they navigate their way through reality and fantasy in The Pink Room at brand new venue, YES. Psychosomatic, addict, insane. Cast: Alexandra Daszewski, Kate Pearson. Writer | Director: Joi Rouncefield.
The Melting of a Single Snowflake By Libby Hall Theatre Wed 17 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 “There’s no telling what people will do, I think thoroughly good people are capable of thoroughly wicked things.’ A group of outcasts, freaks, and weirdos find friendship and common ground during the Summer holidays after the disappearance of a local school boy unites them, and forces them to examine the role they each played in his life. As they embark on a mission to find him, it becomes clear that the events of Summer ’19 will stay with them forever. “Everything has an impact, everything, everything. Even a tiny inconsequential something, like the melting of a single snowflake, can eventually lead to an avalanche.” A coming of age play that looks at the darker side of humanity, the ugly things that motivate and connect us.
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Wed 17 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
The Flat-Footed, Dyslexic, Middle-Aged Teenager Comedy Wed 17 Jul 20:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £5 The adventures of a middle-aged teenager. Eighteen year old Jacob Hulland leaves home and arrives at Uni, only to find he is anything but a 'normal' student. As he begins to look for the meaning of life, The Univers(ity) and Everything, he makes the startling discovery that he is flat-footed, officially dyslexic and the only sober man on his course. He has, indeed, entered a dark new world...Hampshire.
Holy Land Theatre Wed 17 Jul 20:00 75 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £12 You wanna film me Timmy? You wanna film me now? You ever do anything again, And I will follow you to the end of the world. Like a ghost. Like your dead ancestors. The world is on fire. Jon has just lost his daughter. Tim can't leave his office. Jon has bought a gun. Tim still can't leave his office. Not yet. Kate is just trying to get through the day. One drop of sweat. One little squeeze. One drop of blood. One little bullet. Three stories of online escapism and revolt interweave in this new show from Elegy. Fusing multimedia, vivid new writing and spoken word; Holy Land is an excavation of the dark side of the internet and human nature. Who is really accountable for what happens- How little control do we have- And how much of it can we take? The writer was shortlisted for The Royal Court Introductory Writers Group 2018.
Maisie Adam: Hang Fire (Work-In-Progress) Comedy Wed 17 Jul 21:15 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 Winner of So You Think You're Funny and the Amused Moose Award, Maisie returns to Edinburgh following her Best Newcomer-nominated debut. When Maisie was 13, she googled herself on a school computer. The top result was a news story, accompanied by two mugshots. It would seem - unbeknown to Maisie - she was part of something very dramatic years before and was only just discovering it now. As seen on 8 Out Of 10 Cats and The Stand-Up Sketch Show. "Every stage of her tale is told with wit, charm and sincerity" - The Wee Review "Go see Maisie Adam now and have bragging rights for years to come" - The Herald "Maisie Adam is phenomenal" - The Scotsman "Effortlessly charming....a magnetic stage presence" - The Skinny "Mightily impressive...perhaps the next chronicler of life for twentysomethings" - Chortle ****The List ****EdFest Mag ****The Skinny ****Voice Mag ****Thee Wee Review
Jack Cray: The Fittest Guy on the Street Theatre Thu 18 Jul 18:00 45 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £10 What the hell do you write when you're writing about yourself? I'm 22, I'm too young for a memoir. It was in this screaming moment that it twigged: "Everyone is allowed to lose their mind JUST ONCE, and it's okay" The brain's complexities are magical; its capabilities, extraordinary. But what happens when it all goes wrong, and just how wrong can it go? My life living with Epilepsy has led me down some strange, dark and amusing paths. The Ancient Greeks, fruit and veg aisles and an enthusiastic actor have joined me on this adventure down a seemingly endless hole. Things are tough, complicated, baffling, frustrating and nonsensical. It gets even more confusing when things start to get funny! I'm opening myself up, laying all cards on the table. Come have a chat and meet me: The Fittest Guy On The Street!
Orlando De-Bloomed Comedy Thu 18 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £9.50 Expect to be moved. Expect to be thrilled. Expect bears. So many bears*. Hector Dunderbridge, world-famous playwright, author, and bee wrangler, is unveiling his latest, greatest, show: a white-knuckle ride into the dark heart of humanity, and a search for the true meaning of Orlando Bloom**. Over the course of an hour, Hector will perform his new production, whilst also looking back over the shows that made him famous, including such hits as: ‘The Bears and the Bees’, ‘Punctuation: the Musical’, and his seminal work ‘Hector Eats an Entire Box of Pastries Live on Stage Whilst Crying About His Life Choices’. New character comedy from Leo Mates (Michael McIntyre's Big Show, Amorphous Horse's Happy Place). *Two bears. **Show may contain traces of Orlando Bloom.
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skank Theatre Thu 18 Jul 18:00 75 mins Tribeca £10 A debut solo show launching at the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival 2019. “What am I even doing here? Wasn’t I supposed to be famous and successful by now? Is this it? If this is it, I might as well start getting fat.” Meet Kate. She’s a Skank. She could be a successful writer, if she could just concentrate. Instead, her head is filled with recycling concerns, genius ways to ensnare Sexy Gary, and the persistent fear that her internal organs are against her. Clementine Bogg-Hargroves reveals the witty, dark and often filthy thoughts of an ambitious twenty-something grappling with her uncertain future. How can someone so confident be so terrified?
Rod Shepherd and Patrick Hollis Comedy Thu 18 Jul 19:00 120 mins Gullivers Lounge FREE DOUBLE HEADER - Two shows featuring Patrick Hollis and Jeff Downs, writers and performers debuting solo shows. Patrick Hollis 'Queer Reflections'- is a retrospective of Patrick's work, looking back(but not in anger) through poetry/performance/film ... searching for the links, the threads that echoe through his work. Rod Shepherd, Slacktivist: Croydon's sixth leading conspiracy theorist attempts to debunk the big myths: JFK, twin towers, why British Bake Off went to Channel 4. Plus fake news, media lies and why his girlfriend dumped him in 2007!
Best Girl Theatre Thu 18 Jul 19:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 BEST GIRL is a semi-autobiographical one-woman play told with humour and honesty about the power of the past, help and hope. Established actress CHRISTINE MACKIE (Coronation Street, Downton Abbey and Banana) has set the childhood experience of losing her veteran father to suicide at the heart of her new play BEST GIRL. And to extend the cross-generational theme she wrote it for her daughter, actor LOIS MACKIE (Graduate Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Leeds Playhouse, Elysium Theatre Co, Hope Mill Theatre Co, and toured with Catherine Wheels). Set in 2019 Manchester our heroine ANNIE, in her late twenties, is smart and funny but has grown up thinking that for her a happy ending's out of reach. Finalist at the 2019 LET Awards "A sharply written, moving, wise and witty play." April de Angelis Playwright and Olivier Award Nominee It is directed by Kayleigh Hawkins (The Loves of Others, Romeo & Juliet, Purge and Hamlet)
Our Kid Theatre Thu 18 Jul 19:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 Let me tell you a story about Our Kid....Jimmy and Tommy are inseparable, they've survived poverty, an abusive step-father and have been nurtured by a life of crime. But when Jimmy meets Mary, everything changes. A hard hitting one man show set in Salford. Join Jimmy as he invites the audience to share the trials and tribulations of their up-bringing and his love for 'Our Kid'. A tale of love, loss and revenge, told from the perspective of one brother. Ask yourself, can you forgive and forget?
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Thu 18 Jul 19:00 60 mins Radcliffe Market £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
Big Box Aliens Comedy Thu 18 Jul 19:30 60 mins Lock 91 £7 Big Box Aliens, is a surreal whistle-stop life story with songs and a terrible stall selling everything you don't need. As a child, John was told that the aliens came down to save us from the desert in a big box. Will they come down again today? The eagerly awaited follow-up from 2016's sell-out comedy show #DigitalGoy. Dealing with some big issues, gently interactive, crazy and meandering, truly alternative and funny with subtle and powerful moments; what more could you ask for?
Synchronicity Theatre Thu 18 Jul 19:30 60 mins YES £7 Southend, 1990. F***ing the system, f***ing goths, going to riots and raves and yeah! F*** the poll tax!' New writing exploring self-esteem, relationships and alcoholism. Join Phoebe and Luna as they navigate their way through reality and fantasy in The Pink Room at brand new venue, YES. Psychosomatic, addict, insane. Cast: Alexandra Daszewski, Kate Pearson. Writer | Director: Joi Rouncefield.
The Melting of a Single Snowflake By Libby Hall Theatre Thu 18 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 “There’s no telling what people will do, I think thoroughly good people are capable of thoroughly wicked things.’ A group of outcasts, freaks, and weirdos find friendship and common ground during the Summer holidays after the disappearance of a local school boy unites them, and forces them to examine the role they each played in his life. As they embark on a mission to find him, it becomes clear that the events of Summer ’19 will stay with them forever. “Everything has an impact, everything, everything. Even a tiny inconsequential something, like the melting of a single snowflake, can eventually lead to an avalanche.” A coming of age play that looks at the darker side of humanity, the ugly things that motivate and connect us.
Juliet Meyers: This Flipping Rescue Dog has Ruined My Life Comedy Thu 18 Jul 19:45 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £6 Juliet Meyers (Writer on Sarah Millican TV Prog and 8/10 Cats) and her Portuguese rescue dog have issues. This is a stand up/storytelling show about unconditional love, anxiety, canine pee and being a wolf. The actual dog will be there (He doesn’t like being left.) 'Devilish... on the edge' **** (Scotsman) 'Laugh-out loud funny' **** (Chortle) Sell-out shows at Buxton, Oxford, Guildford and Edinburgh Fringe. Juliet is a regular on the stand-up circuit in the UK and has also performed in USA, Europe and Australia.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Thu 18 Jul 20:00 60 mins Radcliffe Market £8 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
Holy Land Theatre Thu 18 Jul 20:00 75 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £12 You wanna film me Timmy? You wanna film me now? You ever do anything again, And I will follow you to the end of the world. Like a ghost. Like your dead ancestors. The world is on fire. Jon has just lost his daughter. Tim can't leave his office. Jon has bought a gun. Tim still can't leave his office. Not yet. Kate is just trying to get through the day. One drop of sweat. One little squeeze. One drop of blood. One little bullet. Three stories of online escapism and revolt interweave in this new show from Elegy. Fusing multimedia, vivid new writing and spoken word; Holy Land is an excavation of the dark side of the internet and human nature. Who is really accountable for what happens- How little control do we have- And how much of it can we take? The writer was shortlisted for The Royal Court Introductory Writers Group 2018.
skank Theatre Thu 18 Jul 20:00 75 mins Tribeca £10 A debut solo show launching at the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival 2019. “What am I even doing here? Wasn’t I supposed to be famous and successful by now? Is this it? If this is it, I might as well start getting fat.” Meet Kate. She’s a Skank. She could be a successful writer, if she could just concentrate. Instead, her head is filled with recycling concerns, genius ways to ensnare Sexy Gary, and the persistent fear that her internal organs are against her. Clementine Bogg-Hargroves reveals the witty, dark and often filthy thoughts of an ambitious twenty-something grappling with her uncertain future. How can someone so confident be so terrified?
Barred Theatre Thu 18 Jul 20:00 80 mins Antwerp Mansion £10 Everyone's got a good bar story. Especially the people who work behind them. Immy's never worked in a place like this before, but she's seen a lot of sh**. Cal's seen it all... Get drinks directly from the performers in this immersive devised play based on true work stories, staged in a derelict mansion/nightclub. What's not to love?
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea Theatre Thu 18 Jul 21:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 A rundown bar in the Bronx. Two of society's rejects, Danny and Roberta, strike up a conversation over their beer. He is a brooding, self-loathing young man who resorts to violence over reason. She is a divorced, guilt-ridden young woman whose troubled teenage son is now being cared for by her parents. As their initial reserve begins to melt, the possibility of a genuine and meaningful relationship begins to emerge. Play With Fire are a Manchester-based company, producers of 'The Effect' (Oldham Coliseum', 'Sans Merci' (Hope Mill Theatre), 'Orphans' (Hope Mill Theatre) and much more.
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Thu 18 Jul 21:00 60 mins Radcliffe Market £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
Harold and Arthur's Horror Show Theatre Thu 18 Jul 21:15 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7.50 True crime... Paranormal horror... Conspiracy theory... This might be the most disturbing "play" you see this year. People are going missing and no one is doing anything about it... Join conspiracy theorists Harold and Arthur, as they try to blow the whole thing open with a little help from award winning bigfoot expert, David Paulides. Child sex rings! Black Magic! Nazi Science! Flying Saucers! Eight foot Owls and the CIA! What could possibly go wrong? *** 'Hauntingly energetic...' (BBC) 'Remarkably confident performances... Very funny!' (The Scotsman) 'Pitch black comedy from the most twisted minds in Yorkshire..." (York Press) *** Is it really a play? Is it legitimately funny? Will it make you question everything you think you know about owls? All we know is that you'll feel deeply uncomfortable walking home... And if it makes you laugh, you're going straight to Hell. Harold and Arthur’s Horror Show has been sponsored by and will be raising money for Missing People UK. FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY. Thursday 18th July, 9:15pm @ The Kings Arms Theatre.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Fri 19 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea Theatre Fri 19 Jul 17:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 A rundown bar in the Bronx. Two of society's rejects, Danny and Roberta, strike up a conversation over their beer. He is a brooding, self-loathing young man who resorts to violence over reason. She is a divorced, guilt-ridden young woman whose troubled teenage son is now being cared for by her parents. As their initial reserve begins to melt, the possibility of a genuine and meaningful relationship begins to emerge. Play With Fire are a Manchester-based company, producers of 'The Effect' (Oldham Coliseum', 'Sans Merci' (Hope Mill Theatre), 'Orphans' (Hope Mill Theatre) and much more.
Jack Cray: The Fittest Guy on the Street Theatre Fri 19 Jul 18:00 45 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £10 What the hell do you write when you're writing about yourself? I'm 22, I'm too young for a memoir. It was in this screaming moment that it twigged: "Everyone is allowed to lose their mind JUST ONCE, and it's okay" The brain's complexities are magical; its capabilities, extraordinary. But what happens when it all goes wrong, and just how wrong can it go? My life living with Epilepsy has led me down some strange, dark and amusing paths. The Ancient Greeks, fruit and veg aisles and an enthusiastic actor have joined me on this adventure down a seemingly endless hole. Things are tough, complicated, baffling, frustrating and nonsensical. It gets even more confusing when things start to get funny! I'm opening myself up, laying all cards on the table. Come have a chat and meet me: The Fittest Guy On The Street!
Orlando De-Bloomed Comedy Fri 19 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £9.50 Expect to be moved. Expect to be thrilled. Expect bears. So many bears*. Hector Dunderbridge, world-famous playwright, author, and bee wrangler, is unveiling his latest, greatest, show: a white-knuckle ride into the dark heart of humanity, and a search for the true meaning of Orlando Bloom**. Over the course of an hour, Hector will perform his new production, whilst also looking back over the shows that made him famous, including such hits as: ‘The Bears and the Bees’, ‘Punctuation: the Musical’, and his seminal work ‘Hector Eats an Entire Box of Pastries Live on Stage Whilst Crying About His Life Choices’. New character comedy from Leo Mates (Michael McIntyre's Big Show, Amorphous Horse's Happy Place). *Two bears. **Show may contain traces of Orlando Bloom.
Best Girl Theatre Fri 19 Jul 19:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 BEST GIRL is a semi-autobiographical one-woman play told with humour and honesty about the power of the past, help and hope. Established actress CHRISTINE MACKIE (Coronation Street, Downton Abbey and Banana) has set the childhood experience of losing her veteran father to suicide at the heart of her new play BEST GIRL. And to extend the cross-generational theme she wrote it for her daughter, actor LOIS MACKIE (Graduate Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Leeds Playhouse, Elysium Theatre Co, Hope Mill Theatre Co, and toured with Catherine Wheels). Set in 2019 Manchester our heroine ANNIE, in her late twenties, is smart and funny but has grown up thinking that for her a happy ending's out of reach. Finalist at the 2019 LET Awards "A sharply written, moving, wise and witty play." April de Angelis Playwright and Olivier Award Nominee It is directed by Kayleigh Hawkins (The Loves of Others, Romeo & Juliet, Purge and Hamlet)
Reverb Theatre Fri 19 Jul 19:00 60 mins Altrincham Town Hall £9 Eclectic , unexpected and mesmeric . A monologue art installation. 10 actors perform their own characters. Performed as an art installation.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Fri 19 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
Mistress To The Midnight Theatre Fri 19 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 One from the vaults... Join the Sinema Society for a live stage spoof of the classic British horror film. Uncovered after years from the long lost Anvil Studios, this forgotten feature is brought back to life before your very eyes and screened in public for the first time in sixty years. Edmund Hellion, a young unsuspecting lawyer, is drawn to a foreign land at the behest of mysterious Madame Zozanov, a rich old spinster who has been waiting for him a very long time. But not all is as it seems. The clocks are ticking, the family are missing and the baby's been crying in the cellar for decades... Written and performed by award winning comedians and purveyors of terror - Jack Robertson, Jacob Lovick and Chazz Redhead. An evening guaranteed to be thrilling chilling and funny as hell. "Riotously funny" Horror Hothouse "Excellent and formidable" Broadway Baby "Devilishly fun and creepy as hell" London Pub Theatres "A genuine feeling of spookiness" Reviews Hub
Synchronicity Theatre Fri 19 Jul 19:30 60 mins YES £7 Southend, 1990. F***ing the system, f***ing goths, going to riots and raves and yeah! F*** the poll tax!' New writing exploring self-esteem, relationships and alcoholism. Join Phoebe and Luna as they navigate their way through reality and fantasy in The Pink Room at brand new venue, YES. Psychosomatic, addict, insane. Cast: Alexandra Daszewski, Kate Pearson. Writer | Director: Joi Rouncefield.
Juliet Meyers: This Flipping Rescue Dog has Ruined My Life Comedy Fri 19 Jul 19:45 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £6 Juliet Meyers (Writer on Sarah Millican TV Prog and 8/10 Cats) and her Portuguese rescue dog have issues. This is a stand up/storytelling show about unconditional love, anxiety, canine pee and being a wolf. The actual dog will be there (He doesn’t like being left.) 'Devilish... on the edge' **** (Scotsman) 'Laugh-out loud funny' **** (Chortle) Sell-out shows at Buxton, Oxford, Guildford and Edinburgh Fringe. Juliet is a regular on the stand-up circuit in the UK and has also performed in USA, Europe and Australia.
Under Dark Skies I lie and hear the wind that comes from lands forgotten Visual Arts Fri 19 Jul 20:00 45 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £5 Under Dark Skies (...) is a performative experiment on solitude inspired by the biblical story of Jonah. Starting from Emil Cioran’s statement: “One can experience loneliness in two ways: by feeling lonely in the world or by feeling the loneliness of the world.”, Under Dark Skies (...) is investigating the soft lines between loneliness and solitude; between obligation and desire; between restriction and freedom. Escaping society could be the best thing that ever happened to J., only to find himself alone and captive in his own mind. A story about understanding, reconstructing, and forgiving our modern society.
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Fri 19 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
Holy Land Theatre Fri 19 Jul 20:00 75 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £12 You wanna film me Timmy? You wanna film me now? You ever do anything again, And I will follow you to the end of the world. Like a ghost. Like your dead ancestors. The world is on fire. Jon has just lost his daughter. Tim can't leave his office. Jon has bought a gun. Tim still can't leave his office. Not yet. Kate is just trying to get through the day. One drop of sweat. One little squeeze. One drop of blood. One little bullet. Three stories of online escapism and revolt interweave in this new show from Elegy. Fusing multimedia, vivid new writing and spoken word; Holy Land is an excavation of the dark side of the internet and human nature. Who is really accountable for what happens- How little control do we have- And how much of it can we take? The writer was shortlisted for The Royal Court Introductory Writers Group 2018.
Barred Theatre Fri 19 Jul 20:00 80 mins Antwerp Mansion £10 Everyone's got a good bar story. Especially the people who work behind them. Immy's never worked in a place like this before, but she's seen a lot of sh**. Cal's seen it all... Get drinks directly from the performers in this immersive devised play based on true work stories, staged in a derelict mansion/nightclub. What's not to love?
Maddie Campion: Truly Maddie Deeply Comedy Fri 19 Jul 20:30 50 mins Gullivers Lounge £4 Hot gossip about a ghost, Mississippi, and the paperclip from Microsoft Word. "Very inventive and dry writer" **** (Funny Women), shortlisted for the BBC New Comedy Award, as heard on Radio 4 Extra.
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea Theatre Fri 19 Jul 21:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 A rundown bar in the Bronx. Two of society's rejects, Danny and Roberta, strike up a conversation over their beer. He is a brooding, self-loathing young man who resorts to violence over reason. She is a divorced, guilt-ridden young woman whose troubled teenage son is now being cared for by her parents. As their initial reserve begins to melt, the possibility of a genuine and meaningful relationship begins to emerge. Play With Fire are a Manchester-based company, producers of 'The Effect' (Oldham Coliseum', 'Sans Merci' (Hope Mill Theatre), 'Orphans' (Hope Mill Theatre) and much more.
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Fri 19 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
THE F**K IT BUTTON Theatre Fri 19 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 What makes you press yours? Comedy actor and writer Ali Kahn reveals her f**k it list; how she lost herself in weed and wanking until she found her spiritual erection. She'll make you want to f**k it in a whole new way. "A brilliant comedy actress in her own right...Kahn's versatility is perfect" (North West End). Shortlisted for Best Actor, GM Fringe Festival 2018. Written and perfomed by Ali Kahn. Directed by Anna Macgowan.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sat 20 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
The Riot Act New Writing Sat 20 Jul 13:30 45 mins Manchester Histories @ Manchester Central Library£4 On August 12th 1842, just 23 years after The Peterloo Massacre, Lancashire cotton-workers again marched in protest at appalling pay and conditions. Reaching Preston’s Lune Street the protesters were confronted by the authorities and read the Riot Act. By August 13th seven men had been shot and four were dead. Written by Rob Johnston, long-listed for The 2017 Royal Exchange Bruntwood Prize and winner of Best Drama at the 2017 Greater Manchester Fringe Festival for Dark Satanic, and performed by Jake Talbot and Christopher Ward, The Riot Act is a gripping mix of tragedy and humour telling the story of those caught up in the momentous events of 1842. The Riot Act is being performed as part of Manchester Histories Peterloo 2019, a programme of events commemorating the 200th anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre.
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Sat 20 Jul 14:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Sat 20 Jul 14:30 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
Best Girl Theatre Sat 20 Jul 15:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 BEST GIRL is a semi-autobiographical one-woman play told with humour and honesty about the power of the past, help and hope. Established actress CHRISTINE MACKIE (Coronation Street, Downton Abbey and Banana) has set the childhood experience of losing her veteran father to suicide at the heart of her new play BEST GIRL. And to extend the cross-generational theme she wrote it for her daughter, actor LOIS MACKIE (Graduate Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Leeds Playhouse, Elysium Theatre Co, Hope Mill Theatre Co, and toured with Catherine Wheels). Set in 2019 Manchester our heroine ANNIE, in her late twenties, is smart and funny but has grown up thinking that for her a happy ending's out of reach. Finalist at the 2019 LET Awards "A sharply written, moving, wise and witty play." April de Angelis Playwright and Olivier Award Nominee It is directed by Kayleigh Hawkins (The Loves of Others, Romeo & Juliet, Purge and Hamlet)
The Riot Act New Writing Sat 20 Jul 15:00 45 mins Manchester Histories @ Manchester Central Library£4 On August 12th 1842, just 23 years after The Peterloo Massacre, Lancashire cotton-workers again marched in protest at appalling pay and conditions. Reaching Preston’s Lune Street the protesters were confronted by the authorities and read the Riot Act. By August 13th seven men had been shot and four were dead. Written by Rob Johnston, long-listed for The 2017 Royal Exchange Bruntwood Prize and winner of Best Drama at the 2017 Greater Manchester Fringe Festival for Dark Satanic, and performed by Jake Talbot and Christopher Ward, The Riot Act is a gripping mix of tragedy and humour telling the story of those caught up in the momentous events of 1842. The Riot Act is being performed as part of Manchester Histories Peterloo 2019, a programme of events commemorating the 200th anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre.
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Sat 20 Jul 15:30 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
Paul Putner's Embarrassment – Me and Madness (The Band) Comedy Sat 20 Jul 16:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 It's the ruby anniversary of Madness and Paul Putner celebrates the past 40 years as a lifelong fan. A story of a young, obsessive, nutty boy who took his passion for Madness one step beyond! Enjoy tales of freaky fandom, demented dancing, dodgy haircuts and glorious gigs. Heartfelt and honest, relish some of the embarrassing moments too and discover what happened when he finally met his heroes. 'Truly a class act' (Chortle.co.uk) 'Wonderful!' (Metro) 'One of the funniest spectacles on the Fringe' (Guardian)
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Sat 20 Jul 16:30 60 mins The Way Theatre/Studio £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
Story Spoken Word Sat 20 Jul 16:40 15 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill TheatreFREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
skank Theatre Sat 20 Jul 17:00 75 mins Tribeca £10 A debut solo show launching at the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival 2019. “What am I even doing here? Wasn’t I supposed to be famous and successful by now? Is this it? If this is it, I might as well start getting fat.” Meet Kate. She’s a Skank. She could be a successful writer, if she could just concentrate. Instead, her head is filled with recycling concerns, genius ways to ensnare Sexy Gary, and the persistent fear that her internal organs are against her. Clementine Bogg-Hargroves reveals the witty, dark and often filthy thoughts of an ambitious twenty-something grappling with her uncertain future. How can someone so confident be so terrified?
Jack Cray: The Fittest Guy on the Street Theatre Sat 20 Jul 18:00 45 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £10 What the hell do you write when you're writing about yourself? I'm 22, I'm too young for a memoir. It was in this screaming moment that it twigged: "Everyone is allowed to lose their mind JUST ONCE, and it's okay" The brain's complexities are magical; its capabilities, extraordinary. But what happens when it all goes wrong, and just how wrong can it go? My life living with Epilepsy has led me down some strange, dark and amusing paths. The Ancient Greeks, fruit and veg aisles and an enthusiastic actor have joined me on this adventure down a seemingly endless hole. Things are tough, complicated, baffling, frustrating and nonsensical. It gets even more confusing when things start to get funny! I'm opening myself up, laying all cards on the table. Come have a chat and meet me: The Fittest Guy On The Street!
Orlando De-Bloomed Comedy Sat 20 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £9.50 Expect to be moved. Expect to be thrilled. Expect bears. So many bears*. Hector Dunderbridge, world-famous playwright, author, and bee wrangler, is unveiling his latest, greatest, show: a white-knuckle ride into the dark heart of humanity, and a search for the true meaning of Orlando Bloom**. Over the course of an hour, Hector will perform his new production, whilst also looking back over the shows that made him famous, including such hits as: ‘The Bears and the Bees’, ‘Punctuation: the Musical’, and his seminal work ‘Hector Eats an Entire Box of Pastries Live on Stage Whilst Crying About His Life Choices’. New character comedy from Leo Mates (Michael McIntyre's Big Show, Amorphous Horse's Happy Place). *Two bears. **Show may contain traces of Orlando Bloom.
Story Spoken Word Sat 20 Jul 18:10 15 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill TheatreFREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
Best Girl Theatre Sat 20 Jul 19:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 BEST GIRL is a semi-autobiographical one-woman play told with humour and honesty about the power of the past, help and hope. Established actress CHRISTINE MACKIE (Coronation Street, Downton Abbey and Banana) has set the childhood experience of losing her veteran father to suicide at the heart of her new play BEST GIRL. And to extend the cross-generational theme she wrote it for her daughter, actor LOIS MACKIE (Graduate Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Leeds Playhouse, Elysium Theatre Co, Hope Mill Theatre Co, and toured with Catherine Wheels). Set in 2019 Manchester our heroine ANNIE, in her late twenties, is smart and funny but has grown up thinking that for her a happy ending's out of reach. Finalist at the 2019 LET Awards "A sharply written, moving, wise and witty play." April de Angelis Playwright and Olivier Award Nominee It is directed by Kayleigh Hawkins (The Loves of Others, Romeo & Juliet, Purge and Hamlet)
Blue Lines by Stefanie Moore New Writing Sat 20 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Met £8 Two school toilet cubicles. Two pregnancy tests. Cubicle one is about to teach a sex education class. Cubicle two is underage. Their paths are about to cross. And neither could have predicted the results. Winner of the Hive Award 2019.
Reverb Theatre Sat 20 Jul 19:00 60 mins Altrincham Town Hall £9 Eclectic , unexpected and mesmeric . A monologue art installation. 10 actors perform their own characters. Performed as an art installation.
John Porter - The Impossible Dream Comedy Sat 20 Jul 19:30 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £5 You may say John's a dreamer, but he’s not the only one. Despite cerebral palsy, that led John Porter to stand-up comedy, and somehow managing to follow his dreams. Whether breaking his own heart in Bulgaria, breaking public urination laws in San Francisco, or just plain living in Manchester, he's somehow done almost everything he dreamed of. Now there's only one dream left. Share in it with him. Former XS Manchester Comedian Of The Year Runner-Up (2016) 'Outstanding...received a standing ovation' - Back Street Heroes
Mistress To The Midnight Theatre Sat 20 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 One from the vaults... Join the Sinema Society for a live stage spoof of the classic British horror film. Uncovered after years from the long lost Anvil Studios, this forgotten feature is brought back to life before your very eyes and screened in public for the first time in sixty years. Edmund Hellion, a young unsuspecting lawyer, is drawn to a foreign land at the behest of mysterious Madame Zozanov, a rich old spinster who has been waiting for him a very long time. But not all is as it seems. The clocks are ticking, the family are missing and the baby's been crying in the cellar for decades... Written and performed by award winning comedians and purveyors of terror - Jack Robertson, Jacob Lovick and Chazz Redhead. An evening guaranteed to be thrilling chilling and funny as hell. "Riotously funny" Horror Hothouse "Excellent and formidable" Broadway Baby "Devilishly fun and creepy as hell" London Pub Theatres "A genuine feeling of spookiness" Reviews Hub
Emergency Door Release Theatre Sat 20 Jul 20:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 Time is ticking for Louise, with no career, relationship or life plan to speak of, a chance event causes her to face her own mortality. Catapulted into a dizzying spiral of anxiety, addiction, pigeon outfits and hope, can she begin to climb out of the hole she’s spent decades digging for herself, or will she succumb to her demons? The debut production from The Bluestocking Theatre Company explores what it means to be a woman striving to be a new wave feminist while still worrying about her hair. What does it mean to want equality, freedom and botox? How do we navigate the rocky terrain of Life in a body-con dress and heels? And why are we even asking these questions?
Stained by Simon Widdop Spoken Word Sat 20 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Met £8 Johnny Deighton has been tattooing for close to 10 years, his studio Low Voltage is a local success and its reputation is growing nationally. But despite his success, what has the cost been to himself? This is Stained, the debut spoken word show from punk poet Simon Widdop.
Barred Theatre Sat 20 Jul 20:00 80 mins Antwerp Mansion £10 Everyone's got a good bar story. Especially the people who work behind them. Immy's never worked in a place like this before, but she's seen a lot of sh**. Cal's seen it all... Get drinks directly from the performers in this immersive devised play based on true work stories, staged in a derelict mansion/nightclub. What's not to love?
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea Theatre Sat 20 Jul 21:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 A rundown bar in the Bronx. Two of society's rejects, Danny and Roberta, strike up a conversation over their beer. He is a brooding, self-loathing young man who resorts to violence over reason. She is a divorced, guilt-ridden young woman whose troubled teenage son is now being cared for by her parents. As their initial reserve begins to melt, the possibility of a genuine and meaningful relationship begins to emerge. Play With Fire are a Manchester-based company, producers of 'The Effect' (Oldham Coliseum', 'Sans Merci' (Hope Mill Theatre), 'Orphans' (Hope Mill Theatre) and much more.
Sian Davies: About Time Comedy Sat 20 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Met £8 Growing up is hard, but most people manage it. Sian Davies (Hilarity Bites Winner 2018) waited until she was 27 to grown up. Everyone agreed, it was about time. Join Sian on her hilarious journey of self discovery.
The Joy of Cam Theatre Sat 20 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Meet Aurora. Aurora is your dream girl. Aurora is anything you want her to be. Aurora is 23 and living next door to you...Aurora orders an Indian every Friday and loves Blue Planet. Based on real life interviews 'The Joy of Cam' is an exploration into the world of sex work and webcamming - how what can seem like a fantasy can have real-world, lasting implications. Join Down the Rabbit Hole Theatre Company in their debut production as they examine the tantalising taboo of paid for pleasure and the problems and delights it brings with it. A one-woman show which navigates the often blurred landscape of mixing clientele, personal relationships and modern life, deliciously probing the line between fact, fiction and fantasy.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sun 21 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Carole Queen Tapestry Musical Sun 21 Jul 14:00 60 mins Kings Arms: Snug £4 A bawdy comedy based around the album 'Tapestry' by Carole King. Our one man show is brought to you by Carole Queen, a man in a frock. This is a light hearted look at Carole's seminal album, interspersed with hilarious stories and sing along opportunities for the whole audience.
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Why I'm No Longer Talking to White People About Rice Comedy Sun 21 Jul 14:00 60 mins Moston Small Cinema £6 Twice nominated Scottish Comedy Awards Best newcomer, Christopher KC brings his riotous debut show to the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival. Christopher offers an illuminating insight growing up as a minority, addressing racism, orientalism and his inability to see soup. As seen on BBC Two Scotland's 'The Comedy Underground'.
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Sun 21 Jul 14:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
Paul Putner's Embarrassment – Me and Madness (The Band) Comedy Sun 21 Jul 16:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 It's the ruby anniversary of Madness and Paul Putner celebrates the past 40 years as a lifelong fan. A story of a young, obsessive, nutty boy who took his passion for Madness one step beyond! Enjoy tales of freaky fandom, demented dancing, dodgy haircuts and glorious gigs. Heartfelt and honest, relish some of the embarrassing moments too and discover what happened when he finally met his heroes. 'Truly a class act' (Chortle.co.uk) 'Wonderful!' (Metro) 'One of the funniest spectacles on the Fringe' (Guardian)
skank Theatre Sun 21 Jul 17:00 75 mins Tribeca £10 A debut solo show launching at the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival 2019. “What am I even doing here? Wasn’t I supposed to be famous and successful by now? Is this it? If this is it, I might as well start getting fat.” Meet Kate. She’s a Skank. She could be a successful writer, if she could just concentrate. Instead, her head is filled with recycling concerns, genius ways to ensnare Sexy Gary, and the persistent fear that her internal organs are against her. Clementine Bogg-Hargroves reveals the witty, dark and often filthy thoughts of an ambitious twenty-something grappling with her uncertain future. How can someone so confident be so terrified?
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Sun 21 Jul 17:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
STREETLIGHTS + fairylights Spoken Word Sun 21 Jul 18:30 70 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£5 STREETLIGHTS / fairylights' marries the spoken word performance worlds of THOMAS and Hellena Jane. Each performing brand new material on stage alongside a display of specially curated artwork and specially created artistic video interludes. This is a chance to get lost in THOMAS' extraordinary world of ordinary things and Hellena Jane's rich universe of expressive and emotive language; with plenty of special surprises and guests along the way.
Mojo Theatre Sun 21 Jul 19:30 140 mins The Met £10 WonderIfTheatre stages ‘MOJO’ - Jez Butterworth’s original slick, violent, black comedy. Set in the heart of Manchester’s early 1990’s club scene, gangland bosses jostle for power and the worlds of petty crooks – high on speed, slimming pills and anything else they can get their mitts on – collide and culminate in a night of disaster. Come and meet Potts, Sweets, Skinny, Mickey and Baby and watch their world turn upside down as they try to locate Silver Johnny and figure out exactly what has happened to notorious gang leader, Ezra. It’s not to be missed!
Mistress To The Midnight Theatre Sun 21 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 One from the vaults... Join the Sinema Society for a live stage spoof of the classic British horror film. Uncovered after years from the long lost Anvil Studios, this forgotten feature is brought back to life before your very eyes and screened in public for the first time in sixty years. Edmund Hellion, a young unsuspecting lawyer, is drawn to a foreign land at the behest of mysterious Madame Zozanov, a rich old spinster who has been waiting for him a very long time. But not all is as it seems. The clocks are ticking, the family are missing and the baby's been crying in the cellar for decades... Written and performed by award winning comedians and purveyors of terror - Jack Robertson, Jacob Lovick and Chazz Redhead. An evening guaranteed to be thrilling chilling and funny as hell. "Riotously funny" Horror Hothouse "Excellent and formidable" Broadway Baby "Devilishly fun and creepy as hell" London Pub Theatres "A genuine feeling of spookiness" Reviews Hub
Tom Glover: A Glover Not A Fighter Comedy Sun 21 Jul 19:30 60 mins Tribeca £5 Lactose intolerance. Bike rides. Urinals. Tom Glover is a comedian not afraid to tackle the big issues. In this debut hour, award winning comedian, 'What did he win? It doesn't matter. I've never heard of him? He's not from round here'. Award winning comedian Tom Glover will attempt to find the humour in his life as a man desperate to do the right thing in a world where everything is wrong to someone. The debut show from lovable West Country favourite Tom Glover; Runner up in the prestigious Lastminute Comedy Club Comedian of the Year and finalist in the Inaugural Petfringe Comedian of the Year. *Nominated for Best New Show at the 2019 Leicester Comedy Festival Awards*
Emergency Door Release Theatre Sun 21 Jul 20:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 Time is ticking for Louise, with no career, relationship or life plan to speak of, a chance event causes her to face her own mortality. Catapulted into a dizzying spiral of anxiety, addiction, pigeon outfits and hope, can she begin to climb out of the hole she’s spent decades digging for herself, or will she succumb to her demons? The debut production from The Bluestocking Theatre Company explores what it means to be a woman striving to be a new wave feminist while still worrying about her hair. What does it mean to want equality, freedom and botox? How do we navigate the rocky terrain of Life in a body-con dress and heels? And why are we even asking these questions?
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Sun 21 Jul 20:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
The Joy of Cam Theatre Sun 21 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Meet Aurora. Aurora is your dream girl. Aurora is anything you want her to be. Aurora is 23 and living next door to you...Aurora orders an Indian every Friday and loves Blue Planet. Based on real life interviews 'The Joy of Cam' is an exploration into the world of sex work and webcamming - how what can seem like a fantasy can have real-world, lasting implications. Join Down the Rabbit Hole Theatre Company in their debut production as they examine the tantalising taboo of paid for pleasure and the problems and delights it brings with it. A one-woman show which navigates the often blurred landscape of mixing clientele, personal relationships and modern life, deliciously probing the line between fact, fiction and fantasy.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Mon 22 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
My Bottom Did A Burp In Class Childrens Mon 22 Jul 13:00 50 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 My Bottom did a burp in class A big one, really loud Everybody heard it too It made me really proud... Everyone experiences an unexpected Bottom Burp at some point or another. Grown ups will tell you that they don’t, but we totally know that they do. All of them. Even the Prime Minister. Even the Queen. (Except one of her servants usually does hers for her). The inescapable truth is that they sneak out, sometimes without us even knowing – and that’s something we’ve all got in common. Poet, Paul Jenkins knows this, so insists on talking about it in public. And in rhyme too. He also talks about other stuff of course; like teachers and the secret things they say behind the staff room door; sparkling knights who ride rainbow unicorns and about how the colour pink is really a tiny little bit like Marmite. (It is, you’ll just have to trust him). Seasick Vikings, Dentists with their pants on fire and that kid in your class who sometimes eats the glue sticks - they’ll all be making an appearance. An hour of poems with Paul and you will understand just how wobbly words can sometimes be. Suitable for children aged 5+ and their families.
Matt Stellingwerf: Sisyphus Comedy Mon 22 Jul 19:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £5 As punishment for his self-aggrandising craftiness and deceitfulness, Sisyphus was forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down whenever it neared the top, consigning him to an eternity of useless efforts and unending frustration. Join award-winning comedian Matt Stellingwerf ("Thor & Wendy had a baby...and it was raised by Stephen Fry & George Carlin!" - Libel) as he rolls his own boulder...searching for meaning in a life, seemingly, wasted. From his worthless PhD, to his obsession with Wikipedia. From the pointless lies he tells, to the hubris of thinking he's worth listening to in the first place. Is there joy to be found in uselessness? Maybe... ★★★★★ "Much like great sex, this brilliant hour of stand-up boasts intense foreplay and mind-blowing release" - Wee Review "Raises the comedy bar...an erudite satire superstar" – Theatreview
Mojo Theatre Mon 22 Jul 19:30 140 mins The Met £10 WonderIfTheatre stages ‘MOJO’ - Jez Butterworth’s original slick, violent, black comedy. Set in the heart of Manchester’s early 1990’s club scene, gangland bosses jostle for power and the worlds of petty crooks – high on speed, slimming pills and anything else they can get their mitts on – collide and culminate in a night of disaster. Come and meet Potts, Sweets, Skinny, Mickey and Baby and watch their world turn upside down as they try to locate Silver Johnny and figure out exactly what has happened to notorious gang leader, Ezra. It’s not to be missed!
Adam - the history of man Comedy Mon 22 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Our current understanding of the evolution of man comes from evidence based on archeological digs. The artifacts and bone fragments that are uncovered are examined and educated guesses about evolution are based on these finds. Until now, science hasn't fully understood how humans had developed and evolved throughout history. We had a rudimentary idea but there were large gaps in our understanding. Professor Peter Potty Pots has created the ‘resorector’ - a DNA reconstruction machine. By taking DNA cells from the fragment of the bones of our long since deceased ancestors, the professor is able to recreate and bring back to life, the first human. Yes, that is correct, Evolutionary man will speak directly to you, our audience. You will hear how man lived and evolved directly from the mouth of one of our actual ancestors. Comedy Play Director, Writer, Producer: Chris Delaney Dramaturge: Sam Lowe Actors:Ed Hall, Danny Riley
Tales from Northern Britain Comedy Mon 22 Jul 20:30 45 mins Gullivers Lounge £5 In a time where the country has never been more divided, Stan Wallace has complete conviction in his belief that both Remainers and Leavers need to fuck off, and he’s here to vent his frustration. And that’s where you come in. For the past 5 years, either through work or leisure, Stan has travelled all around Britain, especially the North and Scotland. In it, he’s found breathtaking natural beauty, *sobering* social and economic hardship, and heartwarming kindness in many people. He has also encountered more than his fair share of blurts, too. Despite being born in England, and living there for most of his life, Stan doesn’t feel particularly English. After both the Scottish Independence and EU Referendums, Stan’s anxiety over his identity has heightened tenfold. In fact, he now realises that he detests a large portion of his fellow countrymen and women. Politicians piss him off. Middle England grates on him. Post industrial Britain riles him beyond belief. Join him on an exploration of the best- and very worst-of what Northern Britain has to offer. From Barnsley folk using Kestrels for medicine, to failed southern stag-do expeditions to Newcastle, Stan will rant and seethe h
Frog Theatre Mon 22 Jul 21:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 How much would you sacrifice to ensure the ones you love are safe? Cameron 'Roman' Reus just became the most wanted man in the country. And when she is called in for questioning, his mother makes herself the most valuable asset in his case. She begins to question her own morals as she must decide which side is the right side. Does she help her son, whom she only contacts through a sombre telephone booth, or help uphold the law, and in doing so jeopardise the safety of the only person she truly loves? Frog is a brand new piece of writing, premiering at the Greater Manchester Fringe.
My Bottom Did A Burp In Class Childrens Tue 23 Jul 13:00 50 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 My Bottom did a burp in class A big one, really loud Everybody heard it too It made me really proud... Everyone experiences an unexpected Bottom Burp at some point or another. Grown ups will tell you that they don’t, but we totally know that they do. All of them. Even the Prime Minister. Even the Queen. (Except one of her servants usually does hers for her). The inescapable truth is that they sneak out, sometimes without us even knowing – and that’s something we’ve all got in common. Poet, Paul Jenkins knows this, so insists on talking about it in public. And in rhyme too. He also talks about other stuff of course; like teachers and the secret things they say behind the staff room door; sparkling knights who ride rainbow unicorns and about how the colour pink is really a tiny little bit like Marmite. (It is, you’ll just have to trust him). Seasick Vikings, Dentists with their pants on fire and that kid in your class who sometimes eats the glue sticks - they’ll all be making an appearance. An hour of poems with Paul and you will understand just how wobbly words can sometimes be. Suitable for children aged 5+ and their families.
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Tue 23 Jul 14:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Tue 23 Jul 17:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
How to Use a Washing Machine Musical Tue 23 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£10 Growing up is hard. Learning how to use a washing machine is harder. A new musical certain to make you laugh, remember flying the nest, and check for cats next time you use the dryer. This original musical, featuring a live string quartet, follows Cass and James - siblings who’ve been called back to their newly-sold childhood home to pack up their things for one last time. As they sort their old lives into boxes, and take ridiculous and tender detours down memory lane, they are forced to confront themselves and each other about who they’ve become, the decisions that led there, and what it means to be grown up.
Samantha Pressdee: Covered Comedy Tue 23 Jul 19:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £7 The only thing batshit crazier than Sammie was the welfare state supposed to be helping her! Getting your needs met in austerity Britain is like a game of Russian roulette. Will she beat the system? (Work in progress) **** "Excellent storytelling and very funny" (One4Review), "A fascinating insight into a world many people only glimpse and may just fire up your social conscience" (Chortle), **** "Startlingly honest" (Bunbury Magazine), **** "A socio-political and cultural butterfly" (Mumble Comedy), "Free-thinking, hard-hitting and anarchic, but delivered with a twinkle in the eye" (Fringepig) As seen on RT and heard on Talk Radio.
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. Theatre Tue 23 Jul 19:00 90 mins Joshua Brooks £8 You are expected to behave. Use the right words. Act appropriately. Don't break the rules. Just behave. This play is not well behaved. After trialling their work in Bristol, Blue Sole Productions are bringing their debut show 'Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again' by Alice Birch to the Greater Manchester Fringe. Produced and performed by an all female collective, the play examines the language, behaviour and forces that shape women in the 21st century and asks what's stopping us from doing something truly radical to change them. From the best-selling playwright of Many Moons and Little Light, a feminist call to action.
Adam - the history of man Comedy Tue 23 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Our current understanding of the evolution of man comes from evidence based on archeological digs. The artifacts and bone fragments that are uncovered are examined and educated guesses about evolution are based on these finds. Until now, science hasn't fully understood how humans had developed and evolved throughout history. We had a rudimentary idea but there were large gaps in our understanding. Professor Peter Potty Pots has created the ‘resorector’ - a DNA reconstruction machine. By taking DNA cells from the fragment of the bones of our long since deceased ancestors, the professor is able to recreate and bring back to life, the first human. Yes, that is correct, Evolutionary man will speak directly to you, our audience. You will hear how man lived and evolved directly from the mouth of one of our actual ancestors. Comedy Play Director, Writer, Producer: Chris Delaney Dramaturge: Sam Lowe Actors:Ed Hall, Danny Riley
The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother Theatre Tue 23 Jul 20:00 75 mins Lock 91 £6 When Reginald and Stephen first decided to write a play, it was all about the love of the art...and then they got sponsored. Now they're ready to sell out as hard as possible. The Earl of Winchelsea's Brother is a hilarious new comedy by Matt Bradley and Keenan Groom about making theatre, making money, and drinking a little too much gin in the process. A mixture of live and pre-recorded content brings the making of 'The Best Show in The World' to life before your very eyes. Join us for an exploration of the genres of theatre, constant cash grabs, and a play within a play that's so bad it's good. There might even be a musical number! Includes some audience participation.
Steve Hili: The Sexy Environmentalist Comedy Tue 23 Jul 20:30 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £6 Like you, Steve Hili knows the world is screwed. And like you (his target audience) Steve Hili enjoys getting it on. But unlike the evil masses (you know people who don’t come to see his show) Steve Hili is going to do something about it. In a high-octane hour of sexy activism, Steve attempts to save the world. Like Jesus with nob jokes.
Frog Theatre Tue 23 Jul 21:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 How much would you sacrifice to ensure the ones you love are safe? Cameron 'Roman' Reus just became the most wanted man in the country. And when she is called in for questioning, his mother makes herself the most valuable asset in his case. She begins to question her own morals as she must decide which side is the right side. Does she help her son, whom she only contacts through a sombre telephone booth, or help uphold the law, and in doing so jeopardise the safety of the only person she truly loves? Frog is a brand new piece of writing, premiering at the Greater Manchester Fringe.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Wed 24 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
My Bottom Did A Burp In Class Childrens Wed 24 Jul 13:00 50 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 My Bottom did a burp in class A big one, really loud Everybody heard it too It made me really proud... Everyone experiences an unexpected Bottom Burp at some point or another. Grown ups will tell you that they don’t, but we totally know that they do. All of them. Even the Prime Minister. Even the Queen. (Except one of her servants usually does hers for her). The inescapable truth is that they sneak out, sometimes without us even knowing – and that’s something we’ve all got in common. Poet, Paul Jenkins knows this, so insists on talking about it in public. And in rhyme too. He also talks about other stuff of course; like teachers and the secret things they say behind the staff room door; sparkling knights who ride rainbow unicorns and about how the colour pink is really a tiny little bit like Marmite. (It is, you’ll just have to trust him). Seasick Vikings, Dentists with their pants on fire and that kid in your class who sometimes eats the glue sticks - they’ll all be making an appearance. An hour of poems with Paul and you will understand just how wobbly words can sometimes be. Suitable for children aged 5+ and their families.
Funny Women Awards 2019 - Semi-Final Comedy Wed 24 Jul 18:00 120 mins Frog and Bucket Comedy Club £12 Funny Women has joined forces with the Frog & Bucket to host the North of England semi-final of the 2019 Funny Women Awards featuring some of the best emerging female comedy talent in the UK today. Come and see an exciting array of new acts compete for a coveted place in the Grand Final. The Funny Women Awards were established in 2003 and have become a key fixture on the UK’s comedy calendar. The Awards have become an important launch pad for many talented performers including this amazing line-up who are the comedy stars of the future. Past Awards alumni include Katherine Ryan, Zoe Lyons, Susan Calman, Kerry Godliman, Sara Pascoe, Bridget Christie, Sarah Millican, Rachel Parris, Desiree Burch, Jayde Adams and many more. Funny Women helps women find their voice through performing, writing and using humour in business and everyday life with workshops and events in London, Manchester, Bristol, Brighton, Dublin, and Amsterdam. New talent is nurtured at Time of the Month, networking and open mic events, and HERlarious, for changing the narrative in the workplace.
socially [un]acceptable Spoken Word Wed 24 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £15 Have you ever been r*ped? You're not alone. Be challenged & confronted by the personal experience of sexual assault through a series of autobiographical vignettes. Unapologetically honest and confronting, this show will challenge and inspire you. Inspire you to change the narrative in today's society, to shut down slut shaming and victim blaming. To give young people the strength and the confidence to be true to themselves. To start conversations that will change the future of sexual assault. Let's change the narrative. ★★★★★ The Advertiser ★★★★★ Great Scott! ★★★★★ Nicole Frazier ★★★★1/2 The Adelaide Show ★★★★1/2 Kryztoff RAW WINNER Stamptown Theatre Award 2017 "Raw & painful & visceral" Great Scott! "Powerful & vulnerable" The Adelaide Show. "Merciless & confronting" Stage Whispers.
Story Spoken Word Wed 24 Jul 19:00 15 mins Salford Arts Theatre FREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
Home Theatre Wed 24 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £7.50 Lauren and Reece, both 16, are determined to make the best of it to give their 3-month-old baby Hal the best possible chance at life. It’s a risky plan, trying to balance the stress of school, work and looking after a baby in a teenage relationship and it doesn’t take long for cracks to emerge in their idealistic plans... Babies cry, mums arrive, arguments ensue and Lauren is left with a difficult decision to make: Leave everything behind to keep her son or plough on in the hope that her and Reece’s futile dream will somehow work itself out? Home is an original piece of writing by young playwright Gabriel Stewart that hopes to challenge the stigma surrounding teenage parents.
How to Use a Washing Machine Musical Wed 24 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£10 Growing up is hard. Learning how to use a washing machine is harder. A new musical certain to make you laugh, remember flying the nest, and check for cats next time you use the dryer. This original musical, featuring a live string quartet, follows Cass and James - siblings who’ve been called back to their newly-sold childhood home to pack up their things for one last time. As they sort their old lives into boxes, and take ridiculous and tender detours down memory lane, they are forced to confront themselves and each other about who they’ve become, the decisions that led there, and what it means to be grown up.
I, Tom Mayhew (Work In Progress) Comedy Wed 24 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £5 Tom was unemployed for three years from the age of 18. This is a story of rejections, the Jobcentre, being working-class, and fighting for your place in the world. With lots of jokes. The show explores what it is like for someone in their 20s in 2019. While some seem to think we have it all, the reality is that many of us can't afford to move out of our parent's place. Tom Mayhew is a stand-up comedian, writer, podcaster and actor. He covers many topics in his stand-up, including pansexuality, being working-class and mental health. He likes to write stand-up that is a mix of the brutally honest and the ridiculous. Tom won The Comedy Store's King Gong in 2016, was nominated for the Leicester Mercury Comedian of the Year 2017, and reached the BBC New Comedy Award Semi-Finals in 2018, which was recorded live at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and broadcast on BBC Radio 4 Extra. He has performed comedy for BBC Radio 1, and written for The News Quiz (BBC Radio 4) and Newsjack (BBC Radio 4 Extra).
The Death of a Muse Play Wed 24 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £7 Irish Poet W.B. Yeats was a romantic mystic with a temper that could not be held. But more than that, he was irrevocably in love with Maud Gonne. The suffragette was an activist first and mother second, with more than a few skeletons in her closet. Centuries after they have departed from the mortal realm, The Death of a Muse takes a look back at the lives and loves of the pair, along with Maud’s fraught relationship with her daughter Iseult and her abusive marriage with Irish soldier John MacBride. All the world is watching as the two throw stones and try to condemn the other to an eternity of suffering. Many proposals, fights and missteps later, it is up to the audience to decide who will go to hell and who will go to heaven -- iron-hearted Maud or self-centred William?
The Hull Poets Spoken Word Wed 24 Jul 19:00 60 mins Gullivers Lounge FREE Gob Almighty is a Hull collective of book-under-the-belt poets, intent on bringing the page to the stage and changing your perceptions of what poetry can be. In turns, moving, inventive and punchy always socially-informed, loud-mouthed and quietly spoken. The Gob Almighty blend story-telling, idiosyncratic drama, kitchen-sink musicality. This Slam-eschewing, open-mic-jumble sale binning act - put the intellect back into performance. Gob almighty; Poetry exactly how you don’t expect it.
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. Theatre Wed 24 Jul 19:00 90 mins Joshua Brooks £8 You are expected to behave. Use the right words. Act appropriately. Don't break the rules. Just behave. This play is not well behaved. After trialling their work in Bristol, Blue Sole Productions are bringing their debut show 'Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again' by Alice Birch to the Greater Manchester Fringe. Produced and performed by an all female collective, the play examines the language, behaviour and forces that shape women in the 21st century and asks what's stopping us from doing something truly radical to change them. From the best-selling playwright of Many Moons and Little Light, a feminist call to action.
Our Kid Theatre Wed 24 Jul 19:30 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 Let me tell you a story about Our Kid....Jimmy and Tommy are inseparable, they've survived poverty, an abusive step-father and have been nurtured by a life of crime. But when Jimmy meets Mary, everything changes. A hard hitting one man show set in Salford. Join Jimmy as he invites the audience to share the trials and tribulations of their up-bringing and his love for 'Our Kid'. A tale of love, loss and revenge, told from the perspective of one brother. Ask yourself, can you forgive and forget?
Dom Mackie's Poor Life Choices Comedy Wed 24 Jul 19:30 90 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £5 Dom Mackie may only be 21 years old, but he has made many stupid decisions in his life. From how he got onto a BBC One game show to his awkward first date, Dom can prove in his highly successful show that (like his comedy career) we all make POOR LIFE CHOICES. "Has great potential" - Mark Watson. "Like a defibrilator who brings life into the crowd!" - 5* Audience Review.
Drowning in Silence By Roni Ellis Theatre Wed 24 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 The idea began its life in a new writing evening part of Shelagh Delaney Day 2018 and has now been developed into a One Act Play through workshop and collaboration. The play looks at loss and grief and how we deal with changes in our lives that are beyond our control. The theatrical style is physical and dream like hopefully drawing the audience in to feel, think and react to the sisters Michelle and Jane. Conversations never had ...inevitably things change and then it's too late Michelle and Jane are sisters who were once very close but then one day things changed. Their mother was always a free spirit the life and soul of every family occasion. All appeared perfect until one day the family of four became three. Talking became a thing of the past and each child and father seemingly lived separate lives dealing with the changes out of their control.
Archie Henderson: Jazz Emu Comedy Wed 24 Jul 20:30 60 mins Gullivers Lounge £6 Award-winning comedian Archie Henderson has spent the last two years of his life making musical stings on his computer, mostly in his underwear at 3am. Was it all a waste of time? Find out in the hour of multi-instrumental, multimedia madness that you didn’t know you needed. “Radiated a delightfully daft energy” Chortle. Winner: IYAF Best of Brighton Fringe Comedy. Winner of IYAF Best of the Brighton Fringe Comedy Award 2018. Finalist, So You Think You're Funny 2017. Best Newcomer, Musical Comedy Awards 2017. Second place, Musical Comedy Awards 2018. Shortlisted for BBC New Comedy Award 2018. “Immense talent and fantastic energy” ***** (EdFestMag).
Talk to Yourself New Writing Wed 24 Jul 21:15 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Talk to yourself is a story. Actually, it's a monologue, and a painting, and a piece of music – in a dystopian reality where choices are limited and the system is unquestionable, three women challenge the status quo through use of a canvas, a cello or their words. Based on true stories about pregnancy and personal choices ‘Talk to Yourself’ is a piece of verbatim theatre which challenges our ideas of women’s agency – especially over their bodies. Delivered through spoken word, music and live painting this production explores the complexities of modern relationships and the decisions we have to make.
socially [un]acceptable Spoken Word Thu 25 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £15 Have you ever been r*ped? You're not alone. Be challenged & confronted by the personal experience of sexual assault through a series of autobiographical vignettes. Unapologetically honest and confronting, this show will challenge and inspire you. Inspire you to change the narrative in today's society, to shut down slut shaming and victim blaming. To give young people the strength and the confidence to be true to themselves. To start conversations that will change the future of sexual assault. Let's change the narrative. ★★★★★ The Advertiser ★★★★★ Great Scott! ★★★★★ Nicole Frazier ★★★★1/2 The Adelaide Show ★★★★1/2 Kryztoff RAW WINNER Stamptown Theatre Award 2017 "Raw & painful & visceral" Great Scott! "Powerful & vulnerable" The Adelaide Show. "Merciless & confronting" Stage Whispers.
Story Spoken Word Thu 25 Jul 19:00 15 mins Salford Arts Theatre FREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
Home Theatre Thu 25 Jul 19:00 60 mins Lock 91 £7.50 Lauren and Reece, both 16, are determined to make the best of it to give their 3-month-old baby Hal the best possible chance at life. It’s a risky plan, trying to balance the stress of school, work and looking after a baby in a teenage relationship and it doesn’t take long for cracks to emerge in their idealistic plans... Babies cry, mums arrive, arguments ensue and Lauren is left with a difficult decision to make: Leave everything behind to keep her son or plough on in the hope that her and Reece’s futile dream will somehow work itself out? Home is an original piece of writing by young playwright Gabriel Stewart that hopes to challenge the stigma surrounding teenage parents.
How to Use a Washing Machine Musical Thu 25 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£10 Growing up is hard. Learning how to use a washing machine is harder. A new musical certain to make you laugh, remember flying the nest, and check for cats next time you use the dryer. This original musical, featuring a live string quartet, follows Cass and James - siblings who’ve been called back to their newly-sold childhood home to pack up their things for one last time. As they sort their old lives into boxes, and take ridiculous and tender detours down memory lane, they are forced to confront themselves and each other about who they’ve become, the decisions that led there, and what it means to be grown up.
I, Tom Mayhew (Work In Progress) Comedy Thu 25 Jul 19:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £5 Tom was unemployed for three years from the age of 18. This is a story of rejections, the Jobcentre, being working-class, and fighting for your place in the world. With lots of jokes. The show explores what it is like for someone in their 20s in 2019. While some seem to think we have it all, the reality is that many of us can't afford to move out of our parent's place. Tom Mayhew is a stand-up comedian, writer, podcaster and actor. He covers many topics in his stand-up, including pansexuality, being working-class and mental health. He likes to write stand-up that is a mix of the brutally honest and the ridiculous. Tom won The Comedy Store's King Gong in 2016, was nominated for the Leicester Mercury Comedian of the Year 2017, and reached the BBC New Comedy Award Semi-Finals in 2018, which was recorded live at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and broadcast on BBC Radio 4 Extra. He has performed comedy for BBC Radio 1, and written for The News Quiz (BBC Radio 4) and Newsjack (BBC Radio 4 Extra).
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. Theatre Thu 25 Jul 19:00 90 mins Joshua Brooks £8 You are expected to behave. Use the right words. Act appropriately. Don't break the rules. Just behave. This play is not well behaved. After trialling their work in Bristol, Blue Sole Productions are bringing their debut show 'Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again' by Alice Birch to the Greater Manchester Fringe. Produced and performed by an all female collective, the play examines the language, behaviour and forces that shape women in the 21st century and asks what's stopping us from doing something truly radical to change them. From the best-selling playwright of Many Moons and Little Light, a feminist call to action.
Clouds New Writing Thu 25 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Pankhurst Centre £10 After their successful run of Greyhounds in 2018, Time & Again return with Edwardian epic, Clouds! The year is 1913 and women are rising up... Winifred Baxter is determined to become the first Englishwoman to enter an air race, learning to fly amidst the chaos of the suffragette movement, a glorious garden party and far too much nephology: the study of clouds. New writing combining the suffocating society of pre-war Britain with a touch of comedy, early feminism, and pure vintage flair! ‘Atmospheric and entertaining’ **** (List). ‘Pretty much perfect’ **** (EdinburghGuide.com). ‘Clever and charming’ **** (BroadwayBaby.com). 'Performed effortlessly by a talented cast' **** (NorthWestEnd.co.uk). **** (BritishTheatreGuide.info).
My Fitbit Called Me A Fat Bitch! Play Thu 25 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 If Siri or Alexa are your best friends. Or your Fitbit seems to know more about you than you know about yourself, then this might just be the cheapest therapy session that you've ever had. Writers Reign theatre, creators of the award winning comedy 'Trollope', welcome you to the Cloud. The cloud with a capital I, the data storage farm that resides in the sky. Every song ever written, every photo ever taken, every thought ever thought, every item ever bought, it’s all here, all accessed in a snippet and YOU have a golden ticket. We at Writers Reign theatre, are the proud recipients of Best Comedy Play at the GM Fringe 2018. And Fringe Production Of The Year in the Northern Soul awards 2018 for our comedy 'Trollope' Written by Ronnie Leek. And we were thrilled to have sold out all of our performances.
Dom Mackie's Poor Life Choices Comedy Thu 25 Jul 19:30 90 mins The Empty Space (formerly Footlights House) £5 Dom Mackie may only be 21 years old, but he has made many stupid decisions in his life. From how he got onto a BBC One game show to his awkward first date, Dom can prove in his highly successful show that (like his comedy career) we all make POOR LIFE CHOICES. "Has great potential" - Mark Watson. "Like a defibrilator who brings life into the crowd!" - 5* Audience Review.
Drowning in Silence By Roni Ellis Theatre Thu 25 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 The idea began its life in a new writing evening part of Shelagh Delaney Day 2018 and has now been developed into a One Act Play through workshop and collaboration. The play looks at loss and grief and how we deal with changes in our lives that are beyond our control. The theatrical style is physical and dream like hopefully drawing the audience in to feel, think and react to the sisters Michelle and Jane. Conversations never had ...inevitably things change and then it's too late Michelle and Jane are sisters who were once very close but then one day things changed. Their mother was always a free spirit the life and soul of every family occasion. All appeared perfect until one day the family of four became three. Talking became a thing of the past and each child and father seemingly lived separate lives dealing with the changes out of their control.
Vince Atta: Massive Attack Comedy Thu 25 Jul 20:00 60 mins Tribeca £5 Unfailingly entertaining! Steve Bennett, Chortle. Fresh from a sell-out arena tour supporting Jason Manford, Vince Atta's hilarious, live-looping new show crashes head first into love, health, music and Hollywood via the only strategy Vince knows... Massive Attack! Using a multi-track looper, Vince creates live on-the-spot Hip-Hop/Reggae/Techno/anything; hilariously fusing it with natural stand-up, storytelling and audience interaction - creating the most infectious songs you’re ever likely to hear... it really is quite a show! “One of the circuit’s most promising acts” The Guardian “An unstoppable force! Forging a brilliant rapport with the audience like an intravenous shot of adrenaline!” Chortle "Brilliant writing!" Robin Ince
Punk Sandwich Theatre Thu 25 Jul 20:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults FREE Peanut butter, sliced raw mushroom, last night's roast potatoes. Think mime, think poetry, think dancing birds of paradise. It could be anything. Its going to be tasty.
all the bens Theatre Thu 25 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 All The Bens By Ian Townsend Ben likes Al, but Al says he’s straight. Al likes Henry, but not in that way. Besides, Al has other things to worry about. Like his girlfriend. And finding a job. And life. Henry likes the number 7. But then everything changes as Ben chases Al, Henry states the obvious and they all visit A&E. And all the time Al tries to understand the world around him, his place in it and his ability to love. All the Bens is a vibrant portrayal of loneliness, desire, sexuality and what happens when you meet your monster in the park. Funny, sharp and brutal, this contemporary love story, first seen as part of Manchester’s 24:7 festival, contains some strong and explicit language. Suitable for 15+ All the Bens by Ian Townsend has been the recipient of the Manchester Theatre Award for Best Fringe, the Audience Favourite at the 24:7 festival, and the Vicky Allen Memorial Award presented by Equity. All The Bens is presented by 1974 Productions.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Fri 26 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Me, You & George Clooney Theatre Fri 26 Jul 16:00 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Poor old Nellie has not been out since she was mugged. She spends all day internet shopping and watching daytime tele. This is of great concern to her Care Worker Nigel whose visits are a Godsend to Nellie as they watch her favourite programme, 'This Morning' over a biscuit and a brew. She is delighted one day when Heart Throb and celebrity chef, Gino D'Acampo appears on the show wearing nothing but a skimpy piece of underwear knitted by Nellie. However this is nothing compared to the time when Nigel Arranged for Nellie to appear on a Phone-in with 'This Morning's' life coaches 'The Speakmans' to help cure her phobia of lifts. If it works she can finally go to the doctors whose surgery is on the thirteenth floor but more importantly she may just save Nigel's life. MaD Theatre Company has been creating original plays since 1996 illustrating themes and issues relevant to ordinary Northern, working class folk and our latest "Me, You & George Clooney" is a heart warming comedy about gossip, friendship and family and Mr Clooney makes an appearance too... !
Caitlin Cook: Death Wish Comedy Fri 26 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £5 Since she was seventeen, Caitlin Cook has lived by a code: if something scares her, she has to do it. Join this LA-born, NYC-based, Oxford-educated, hyphen-addicted raconteur for a raucous hour of comedy, music, and bathroom graffiti to find out why. What's the worst that could happen? Caitlin Cook is a LA-born, NYC-based comedian, musician, and performer. Not your conventional stand-up, Caitlin combines witty one-liners and scintillating storytelling with hilariously irreverent musical comedy and projected visuals to masterful effect. She has taken the stage all across the US, Canada, Europe, and Oceania at top-tier venues (like the Meltdown in Los Angeles, Union Hall in Brooklyn, and the Bill Murray in London), comedy clubs (like Comedy on State in Madison, the Comedy MIX in Vancouver, and Dead Crow Comedy in Wilmington), festivals (like the New York Comedy Festival, Skankfest, and High Mud), theatres (like Theatre 99 in Charleston, the Bug Theatre in Denver, and the Throckmorton in Mill Valley), dimly lit bar basements, strangers' living rooms, and even a houseboat once. This will be her debut performance at the Manchester Fringe.
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socially [un]acceptable Spoken Word Fri 26 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £15 Have you ever been r*ped? You're not alone. Be challenged & confronted by the personal experience of sexual assault through a series of autobiographical vignettes. Unapologetically honest and confronting, this show will challenge and inspire you. Inspire you to change the narrative in today's society, to shut down slut shaming and victim blaming. To give young people the strength and the confidence to be true to themselves. To start conversations that will change the future of sexual assault. Let's change the narrative. ★★★★★ The Advertiser ★★★★★ Great Scott! ★★★★★ Nicole Frazier ★★★★1/2 The Adelaide Show ★★★★1/2 Kryztoff RAW WINNER Stamptown Theatre Award 2017 "Raw & painful & visceral" Great Scott! "Powerful & vulnerable" The Adelaide Show. "Merciless & confronting" Stage Whispers.
Story Spoken Word Fri 26 Jul 19:00 15 mins Salford Arts Theatre FREE What are stories? Is a story a knife? Sword? Serrated edge? De-skinning us? Carving away the fat? To the muscle? To the bone? To the marrow? Butcher's knife? Double-edged? Onto others, onto ourselves? Doing harm? Creating? Building? Destroying? Loving? Cauterizing? Killing? Murdering? Suicide? @nickhollowayvox
How to Use a Washing Machine Musical Fri 26 Jul 19:00 60 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£10 Growing up is hard. Learning how to use a washing machine is harder. A new musical certain to make you laugh, remember flying the nest, and check for cats next time you use the dryer. This original musical, featuring a live string quartet, follows Cass and James - siblings who’ve been called back to their newly-sold childhood home to pack up their things for one last time. As they sort their old lives into boxes, and take ridiculous and tender detours down memory lane, they are forced to confront themselves and each other about who they’ve become, the decisions that led there, and what it means to be grown up.
My Fitbit Called Me A Fat Bitch! Play Fri 26 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 If Siri or Alexa are your best friends. Or your Fitbit seems to know more about you than you know about yourself, then this might just be the cheapest therapy session that you've ever had. Writers Reign theatre, creators of the award winning comedy 'Trollope', welcome you to the Cloud. The cloud with a capital I, the data storage farm that resides in the sky. Every song ever written, every photo ever taken, every thought ever thought, every item ever bought, it’s all here, all accessed in a snippet and YOU have a golden ticket. We at Writers Reign theatre, are the proud recipients of Best Comedy Play at the GM Fringe 2018. And Fringe Production Of The Year in the Northern Soul awards 2018 for our comedy 'Trollope' Written by Ronnie Leek. And we were thrilled to have sold out all of our performances.
Drowning in Silence By Roni Ellis Theatre Fri 26 Jul 19:30 90 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 The idea began its life in a new writing evening part of Shelagh Delaney Day 2018 and has now been developed into a One Act Play through workshop and collaboration. The play looks at loss and grief and how we deal with changes in our lives that are beyond our control. The theatrical style is physical and dream like hopefully drawing the audience in to feel, think and react to the sisters Michelle and Jane. Conversations never had ...inevitably things change and then it's too late Michelle and Jane are sisters who were once very close but then one day things changed. Their mother was always a free spirit the life and soul of every family occasion. All appeared perfect until one day the family of four became three. Talking became a thing of the past and each child and father seemingly lived separate lives dealing with the changes out of their control.
Punk Sandwich Theatre Fri 26 Jul 20:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults FREE Peanut butter, sliced raw mushroom, last night's roast potatoes. Think mime, think poetry, think dancing birds of paradise. It could be anything. Its going to be tasty.
The Book of Now Theatre Fri 26 Jul 21:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 Three extremely close friends, bereaving after independent invisible losses, find themselves stuck in a non-place, consumed by the mystery of a small box that sits, waits and watches their every move from an intimidatingly centre spot. As the box begins to start strange and childhood-like dialogues with the group, they immediately delve into uncanny tangents and scenarios of their subconsciousness to figure out what this mini, meaningless object means to them as a group of friends; what exactly is shackled inside the box; and ultimately, why it contains them.
all the bens Theatre Fri 26 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 All The Bens By Ian Townsend Ben likes Al, but Al says he’s straight. Al likes Henry, but not in that way. Besides, Al has other things to worry about. Like his girlfriend. And finding a job. And life. Henry likes the number 7. But then everything changes as Ben chases Al, Henry states the obvious and they all visit A&E. And all the time Al tries to understand the world around him, his place in it and his ability to love. All the Bens is a vibrant portrayal of loneliness, desire, sexuality and what happens when you meet your monster in the park. Funny, sharp and brutal, this contemporary love story, first seen as part of Manchester’s 24:7 festival, contains some strong and explicit language. Suitable for 15+ All the Bens by Ian Townsend has been the recipient of the Manchester Theatre Award for Best Fringe, the Audience Favourite at the 24:7 festival, and the Vicky Allen Memorial Award presented by Equity. All The Bens is presented by 1974 Productions.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sat 27 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Frozen Peas In An Old Tin Can Theatre Sat 27 Jul 14:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Front Garden £7 Frozen Peas In An Old Tin Can tells the story of Sarah, Derek and Barney who all live on the streets of Manchester together, sharing one thing in common – they are homeless. They pass their days collecting McDonald’s vouchers on the back of bus tickets, when one day it all changes. Arts Mag- “this comedy had heart, and waves of it...I feel this play could really be one of the vital plays of this year”
Lambs to the sLAUGHTER Comedy Sat 27 Jul 16:00 120 mins Tribeca £2 Like Lambs to the sLAUGHTER, a group of new, upcoming comics take on the challenge of putting their own show on at the Greater Manchester Fringe. Say you saw them first! Compared by ComedySportz UK's own Stephen Armstrong, the line up includes: Ange Von Tibke, Annette Dahl, Ben Shevlin, Dalu Thebe, Pete Craven, Paul Gittins, Raj Patel, Sav Chin, Tommy, Vicky Green, Zoe Matthews Tickets £2
Our Kid Theatre Sat 27 Jul 16:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Let me tell you a story about Our Kid....Jimmy and Tommy are inseparable, they've survived poverty, an abusive step-father and have been nurtured by a life of crime. But when Jimmy meets Mary, everything changes. A hard hitting one man show set in Salford. Join Jimmy as he invites the audience to share the trials and tribulations of their up-bringing and his love for 'Our Kid'. A tale of love, loss and revenge, told from the perspective of one brother. Ask yourself, can you forgive and forget?
Fifty and Nifty New Writing Sat 27 Jul 18:00 100 mins Miners Community Arts and Music Centre £12 A night of 5 short plays all with the common theme of being in over fifty, taking a sideways view of getting old. Join us for a mix of both comedy and drama covering a range of topics about life in later years.
Caitlin Cook: Death Wish Comedy Sat 27 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £5 Since she was seventeen, Caitlin Cook has lived by a code: if something scares her, she has to do it. Join this LA-born, NYC-based, Oxford-educated, hyphen-addicted raconteur for a raucous hour of comedy, music, and bathroom graffiti to find out why. What's the worst that could happen? Caitlin Cook is a LA-born, NYC-based comedian, musician, and performer. Not your conventional stand-up, Caitlin combines witty one-liners and scintillating storytelling with hilariously irreverent musical comedy and projected visuals to masterful effect. She has taken the stage all across the US, Canada, Europe, and Oceania at top-tier venues (like the Meltdown in Los Angeles, Union Hall in Brooklyn, and the Bill Murray in London), comedy clubs (like Comedy on State in Madison, the Comedy MIX in Vancouver, and Dead Crow Comedy in Wilmington), festivals (like the New York Comedy Festival, Skankfest, and High Mud), theatres (like Theatre 99 in Charleston, the Bug Theatre in Denver, and the Throckmorton in Mill Valley), dimly lit bar basements, strangers' living rooms, and even a houseboat once. This will be her debut performance at the Manchester Fringe.
THE POL SHOW Comedy Sat 27 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 FREE What' the difference between a sign and a gesture? Carla Pol, the Italian comedian, opens up like a silly Russian doll interweaving her disconnected visual world and chameleonic storytelling. Drawings, props, audience interaction and some academic stuff, this show is bed bug friendly. Come along.
Shrew Theatre Sat 27 Jul 19:00 60 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 This radical adaptation, set in a nightclub populated with drag kings and gangsters, releases Shakespeare’s famous yet controversial play from its comedic origins to foreground Kate’s journey from strength and independence to being trafficked into a forced marriage. Mrs Pankhurst's Players is a new feminist theatre collective committed to making high quality, politically engaged, text-based theatre. With strong links to the Pankhurst Centre, the collective emerged from Edge Hill University's Drama programme to create theatre focused on foregrounding female experience.
Me, You & George Clooney Theatre Sat 27 Jul 19:00 90 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Poor old Nellie has not been out since she was mugged. She spends all day internet shopping and watching daytime tele. This is of great concern to her Care Worker Nigel whose visits are a Godsend to Nellie as they watch her favourite programme, 'This Morning' over a biscuit and a brew. She is delighted one day when Heart Throb and celebrity chef, Gino D'Acampo appears on the show wearing nothing but a skimpy piece of underwear knitted by Nellie. However this is nothing compared to the time when Nigel Arranged for Nellie to appear on a Phone-in with 'This Morning's' life coaches 'The Speakmans' to help cure her phobia of lifts. If it works she can finally go to the doctors whose surgery is on the thirteenth floor but more importantly she may just save Nigel's life. MaD Theatre Company has been creating original plays since 1996 illustrating themes and issues relevant to ordinary Northern, working class folk and our latest "Me, You & George Clooney" is a heart warming comedy about gossip, friendship and family and Mr Clooney makes an appearance too... !
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. Theatre Sat 27 Jul 19:00 90 mins Joshua Brooks £8 You are expected to behave. Use the right words. Act appropriately. Don't break the rules. Just behave. This play is not well behaved. After trialling their work in Bristol, Blue Sole Productions are bringing their debut show 'Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again' by Alice Birch to the Greater Manchester Fringe. Produced and performed by an all female collective, the play examines the language, behaviour and forces that shape women in the 21st century and asks what's stopping us from doing something truly radical to change them. From the best-selling playwright of Many Moons and Little Light, a feminist call to action.
Tales from Northern Britain Comedy Sat 27 Jul 19:30 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£5 In a time where the country has never been more divided, Stan Wallace has complete conviction in his belief that both Remainers and Leavers need to fuck off, and he’s here to vent his frustration. And that’s where you come in. For the past 5 years, either through work or leisure, Stan has travelled all around Britain, especially the North and Scotland. In it, he’s found breathtaking natural beauty, *sobering* social and economic hardship, and heartwarming kindness in many people. He has also encountered more than his fair share of blurts, too. Despite being born in England, and living there for most of his life, Stan doesn’t feel particularly English. After both the Scottish Independence and EU Referendums, Stan’s anxiety over his identity has heightened tenfold. In fact, he now realises that he detests a large portion of his fellow countrymen and women. Politicians piss him off. Middle England grates on him. Post industrial Britain riles him beyond belief. Join him on an exploration of the best- and very worst-of what Northern Britain has to offer. From Barnsley folk using Kestrels for medicine, to failed southern stag-do expeditions to Newcastle, Stan will rant and seethe h
Mémoires d'un Amnésique Theatre Sat 27 Jul 19:30 90 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £10 Mémoires d'un Amnésique: A Reflection of the Life and Work of Erik Satie is, in equal parts, a piano recital, a one-man play and a surrealist film, amalgamated into a unique theatrical experience. Alex Metcalfe performs Satie's most important works, in character as the composer from the set of his Arceuil apartment. Sarah Miles’s script, edited from Satie's own words, is narrated against the backdrop of Keith Lovegrove's cinematic accompaniment. Satie, who died in a Paris hospital on July 1st, 1925, was perhaps the most intriguing and eccentric of all the great composers. The cause of death was cirrhosis of the liver, brought on by a lifetime of absinthe overindulgence as a member of Montmartre's hedonistic Chat Noir set. In 27 years, no-one but he had set foot inside his Arcueil residence. His fellow composer and friend, Darius Milhaud, visited to help clear out the deceased’s belongings. From Milhaud's account, there were two pianos in the apartment, one on top of the other, the higher of which was used to store mail. The sheets on the bed had obviously not been changed in years, and strung above it was a hammock full of wine bottles. Narrated in French with English subtitles
25/The Decriminalisation Monologues Theatre Sat 27 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 25/The Decriminalisation Monologues consists of two short plays. In, 'The Special Friend', Mark moves from 1980s London to rural Ireland for love, but when tragedy strikes, finds he basically has no rights. Whilst in, 'I Know What You Are', Moira finds her career threatened by blackmail. Does she just submit to it? Or fight back. Funny, sad, angry and inspiring, these stories chart the struggles and challenges for gay and lesbian people in Ireland, at a time when to be gay was to be a criminal. Acting Out were winners of the National GALA Award for Irish Arts and Literature 2017.
The Book of Now Theatre Sat 27 Jul 21:00 45 mins Hope Aria House in association with Hope Mill Theatre£8 Three extremely close friends, bereaving after independent invisible losses, find themselves stuck in a non-place, consumed by the mystery of a small box that sits, waits and watches their every move from an intimidatingly centre spot. As the box begins to start strange and childhood-like dialogues with the group, they immediately delve into uncanny tangents and scenarios of their subconsciousness to figure out what this mini, meaningless object means to them as a group of friends; what exactly is shackled inside the box; and ultimately, why it contains them.
The Greek Theatre Sat 27 Jul 21:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Manchester comedian and playwright, Lewis Charlesworth, brings his second feature play to the GMFringe. A comic tale of a divided family, in troubling times... Northern England, 2015. The country builds to a referendum and Mary is poor, old, alone and angry. With only a clingy neighbour to talk to, she awaits the arrival of a long-lost relative. But revealing him could cause quite a stir. The Greek is a tender comedy-drama about British identity, and the humanity on both sides of a divided country. The script was long-listed for the Lancaster Playwriting Prize. From the writer of last year’s GMFringe nominated 'Cheaters: A play About Infidelity'. 'On this evidence, Lewis Charlesworth's transition from comedian to playwright has been a success' - Manchester Theatre Awards (on Cheaters). 'The acting on show tonight was first class, especially from Charlesworth' - North West End (on Cheaters).
Sister! Physical Theatre Sat 27 Jul 21:15 45 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £10 One Step Back bring their debut show to Manchester this summer. 89% of nurses, midwives and carers are women, the funding cuts target these jobs with pay cuts and longer hours adversely affecting not just women who use the services but those who work for them too. This is not just limited to modern day - throughout history women who’ve taken on healing roles have been persecuted for helping, caring, and healing us. Combining movement, music, and puppetry “Sister!” is an heartwarming and thought provoking exploration of a the female condition and celebration of the women who’ve kept us alive despite the odds. Using real-life stories to tell the tale we travel through history following Beatrix, a 17th Century healer, Mary a nurse in France in 1941 and Jade - a community nurse battling the latest round of NHS cuts on a journey to discover just why women take on these roles, and what challenges they might face as a result.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Sun 28 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
Frozen Peas In An Old Tin Can Theatre Sun 28 Jul 14:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Front Garden £7 Frozen Peas In An Old Tin Can tells the story of Sarah, Derek and Barney who all live on the streets of Manchester together, sharing one thing in common – they are homeless. They pass their days collecting McDonald’s vouchers on the back of bus tickets, when one day it all changes. Arts Mag- “this comedy had heart, and waves of it...I feel this play could really be one of the vital plays of this year”
The Wojnarowicz Project Theatre Sun 28 Jul 14:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £6 The Wojnarowicz Project is inspired by The Waterfront Journals by the intuitive and resourceful American artist, David Wojnarowicz. The Waterfront Journals gives voice to the colorful characters that Wojnarowicz met hitchhiking across America in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The Wojnarowicz Project brings recognition to an everlasting chaos rooted from a violent and neglectful childhood that led Wojnarowicz hustling the streets of New York to survive.
25/The Decriminalisation Monologues Theatre Sun 28 Jul 16:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 25/The Decriminalisation Monologues consists of two short plays. In, 'The Special Friend', Mark moves from 1980s London to rural Ireland for love, but when tragedy strikes, finds he basically has no rights. Whilst in, 'I Know What You Are', Moira finds her career threatened by blackmail. Does she just submit to it? Or fight back. Funny, sad, angry and inspiring, these stories chart the struggles and challenges for gay and lesbian people in Ireland, at a time when to be gay was to be a criminal. Acting Out were winners of the National GALA Award for Irish Arts and Literature 2017.
Holy Sh*t Play Sun 28 Jul 16:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 In a desperate last-ditch attempt to save their underfunded and dwindling church, two priests come to the conclusion that the best way they can raise funds is by selling the one resource they have in abundance; bodies from the church graveyard. A decision that finds them under the gaze of the law and in too deep. Six feet deep. A new dark comedy play from Brick Fox Theatre, fresh off a sold out run at last year's Edinburgh Fringe.
Caitlin Cook: Death Wish Comedy Sun 28 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £5 Since she was seventeen, Caitlin Cook has lived by a code: if something scares her, she has to do it. Join this LA-born, NYC-based, Oxford-educated, hyphen-addicted raconteur for a raucous hour of comedy, music, and bathroom graffiti to find out why. What's the worst that could happen? Caitlin Cook is a LA-born, NYC-based comedian, musician, and performer. Not your conventional stand-up, Caitlin combines witty one-liners and scintillating storytelling with hilariously irreverent musical comedy and projected visuals to masterful effect. She has taken the stage all across the US, Canada, Europe, and Oceania at top-tier venues (like the Meltdown in Los Angeles, Union Hall in Brooklyn, and the Bill Murray in London), comedy clubs (like Comedy on State in Madison, the Comedy MIX in Vancouver, and Dead Crow Comedy in Wilmington), festivals (like the New York Comedy Festival, Skankfest, and High Mud), theatres (like Theatre 99 in Charleston, the Bug Theatre in Denver, and the Throckmorton in Mill Valley), dimly lit bar basements, strangers' living rooms, and even a houseboat once. This will be her debut performance at the Manchester Fringe.
Steve Vertigo: Murmuration; Word on the Tweet Comedy Sun 28 Jul 18:00 60 mins Tribeca £7 Ex rave-DJ turned stand-up, Steve's third time at Manchester Fringe see his honed-and-toned show ramping up for Edinburgh in the summer. In a confused and data-drenched world, how can we see the truth of anything and hold on to what's important? A daft but sharp romp through quantum theory, alternate realities, future humans, science-ing, big data, AI, love and a murmuration.
Bette: Bathhouse To Broadway! Comedy Sun 28 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 Jonathan Booth steps into the heels of legendary Diva, Bette Midler, as she explores the key moments in her life and career. From her early performances at New York City's Continental Baths (a gay bathhouse located in the basement of a hotel) right through to her record-breaking, Tony-winning turn as Dolly Levi in Broadway's 'Hello Dolly!': 'Bette: Bathhouse To Broadway' explores Midler's music, movies, and iconic concert performances. Incorporating songs, stories, and comedy, Bette is joined by her longtime Fr-enemy and accompanist, Barry Meniblow, on the piano, to help bring her story to life. All songs are sung live and will include some of Midler's biggest hits and standards, including 'Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy', 'Friends', 'The Rose', and of course, 'Wind Beneath My Wings’.
10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew Comedy Sun 28 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 #8 will have you totally whelmed!! 10 things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew will take you back the good old days, when we worried about Y2K, wore butterfly clips in our hair, and became total babes the minute we took off our glasses. And the even older days where we worried about the plague, wore massive wigs, and women weren't allowed to be on stage anyway. 10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew is a theatrical, comedic, listicle romp through the world of teenage Shakespeare film adaptations, and their lasting impact on a generation. By examining the continuous re-tellings of the same stories from the original content aggregator himself, this show delves into our problematic, cinematic, very recent past. Expect plenty of deep dives even further back in time to see how old prejudices have new tricks, and totally bopping soundtracks! Gillian English has been writing, performing and touring feminist solo work for the last six years. Originally from Nova Scotia, Canada, now based in Hobart, Tasmania, she has been touring the world for the last two years. After spending the last six years focusing on comedy, Gillian suddenly remembered she had an MFA from LAMDA, and decided to put all that classical learning to work with her multi-award winning hit show “SHE WOLF”. Now she’s back again with “10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew”. “One of the things that continues to bother me the most, are how Shakespeare’s characters are treated as though they’re accurate representations of real people. Lady MacBeth was not a real woman. Neither is Beatrice, Juliet, or Katherine; they are all fictious women, written by a man. And while Shakespeare may have been a master of word play, he was still a dude in the 1400s. When men insist on telling women’s stories for them, not only do they miss the point of telling a story, but they tell it wrong too.”
is this it? Comedy Sun 28 Jul 20:00 60 mins Tribeca £7.50 A childhood poem and a white hair leave stand-up comedian Lewis Harlock contemplating his life so far, the choices he's made and whether he is living a good enough life. A comedy show about love, life and hope.
The Greek Theatre Sun 28 Jul 21:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Manchester comedian and playwright, Lewis Charlesworth, brings his second feature play to the GMFringe. A comic tale of a divided family, in troubling times... Northern England, 2015. The country builds to a referendum and Mary is poor, old, alone and angry. With only a clingy neighbour to talk to, she awaits the arrival of a long-lost relative. But revealing him could cause quite a stir. The Greek is a tender comedy-drama about British identity, and the humanity on both sides of a divided country. The script was long-listed for the Lancaster Playwriting Prize. From the writer of last year’s GMFringe nominated 'Cheaters: A play About Infidelity'. 'On this evidence, Lewis Charlesworth's transition from comedian to playwright has been a success' - Manchester Theatre Awards (on Cheaters). 'The acting on show tonight was first class, especially from Charlesworth' - North West End (on Cheaters).
Sister! Physical Theatre Sun 28 Jul 21:15 45 mins The Kings Arms: Vaults £10 One Step Back bring their debut show to Manchester this summer. 89% of nurses, midwives and carers are women, the funding cuts target these jobs with pay cuts and longer hours adversely affecting not just women who use the services but those who work for them too. This is not just limited to modern day - throughout history women who’ve taken on healing roles have been persecuted for helping, caring, and healing us. Combining movement, music, and puppetry “Sister!” is an heartwarming and thought provoking exploration of a the female condition and celebration of the women who’ve kept us alive despite the odds. Using real-life stories to tell the tale we travel through history following Beatrix, a 17th Century healer, Mary a nurse in France in 1941 and Jade - a community nurse battling the latest round of NHS cuts on a journey to discover just why women take on these roles, and what challenges they might face as a result.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Mon 29 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
25/The Decriminalisation Monologues Theatre Mon 29 Jul 18:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 25/The Decriminalisation Monologues consists of two short plays. In, 'The Special Friend', Mark moves from 1980s London to rural Ireland for love, but when tragedy strikes, finds he basically has no rights. Whilst in, 'I Know What You Are', Moira finds her career threatened by blackmail. Does she just submit to it? Or fight back. Funny, sad, angry and inspiring, these stories chart the struggles and challenges for gay and lesbian people in Ireland, at a time when to be gay was to be a criminal. Acting Out were winners of the National GALA Award for Irish Arts and Literature 2017.
Holy Sh*t Play Mon 29 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 In a desperate last-ditch attempt to save their underfunded and dwindling church, two priests come to the conclusion that the best way they can raise funds is by selling the one resource they have in abundance; bodies from the church graveyard. A decision that finds them under the gaze of the law and in too deep. Six feet deep. A new dark comedy play from Brick Fox Theatre, fresh off a sold out run at last year's Edinburgh Fringe.
What Remains Theatre Mon 29 Jul 19:30 75 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 The world has run out of naturally harvestable materials. Recycling is now the only option. Let me introduce Regenerate Waste Systems, the brand new company that is dominating the waste management scene. Did you know that 90% of the waste on Earth's landfills is recyclable? Regenerate do. And you can join them and thousands of others already giving up their everyday lives to help save the planet. Volunteer today. You won't regret it What Remains is a brand new piece of writing being premiered at the Greater Manchester Fringe.
Bypass Theatre Mon 29 Jul 20:00 120 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £5 Following on from 'Snowflakes', their sold-out new writing showcase, Hung Theatre presents 'Bypass'. Influenced by the homes, villages, towns and cities decimated by developments, gentrification and urbanisation (to name a few), 'Bypass' is a collection of new writing from some of the region's most exciting up and coming writers. Each playwright was given the title ‘Bypass’ and the provocation ‘“The home you were raised in is being concreted over, any parting words?” and their responses vary greatly. With a wide variety of themes, subject matter and genres 'Bypass' is the perfect opportunity to sample a wide variety of fringe theatre.
10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew Comedy Mon 29 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 #8 will have you totally whelmed!! 10 things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew will take you back the good old days, when we worried about Y2K, wore butterfly clips in our hair, and became total babes the minute we took off our glasses. And the even older days where we worried about the plague, wore massive wigs, and women weren't allowed to be on stage anyway. 10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew is a theatrical, comedic, listicle romp through the world of teenage Shakespeare film adaptations, and their lasting impact on a generation. By examining the continuous re-tellings of the same stories from the original content aggregator himself, this show delves into our problematic, cinematic, very recent past. Expect plenty of deep dives even further back in time to see how old prejudices have new tricks, and totally bopping soundtracks! Gillian English has been writing, performing and touring feminist solo work for the last six years. Originally from Nova Scotia, Canada, now based in Hobart, Tasmania, she has been touring the world for the last two years. After spending the last six years focusing on comedy, Gillian suddenly remembered she had an MFA from LAMDA, and decided to put all that classical learning to work with her multi-award winning hit show “SHE WOLF”. Now she’s back again with “10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew”. “One of the things that continues to bother me the most, are how Shakespeare’s characters are treated as though they’re accurate representations of real people. Lady MacBeth was not a real woman. Neither is Beatrice, Juliet, or Katherine; they are all fictious women, written by a man. And while Shakespeare may have been a master of word play, he was still a dude in the 1400s. When men insist on telling women’s stories for them, not only do they miss the point of telling a story, but they tell it wrong too.”
The Greek Theatre Mon 29 Jul 21:00 75 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 Manchester comedian and playwright, Lewis Charlesworth, brings his second feature play to the GMFringe. A comic tale of a divided family, in troubling times... Northern England, 2015. The country builds to a referendum and Mary is poor, old, alone and angry. With only a clingy neighbour to talk to, she awaits the arrival of a long-lost relative. But revealing him could cause quite a stir. The Greek is a tender comedy-drama about British identity, and the humanity on both sides of a divided country. The script was long-listed for the Lancaster Playwriting Prize. From the writer of last year’s GMFringe nominated 'Cheaters: A play About Infidelity'. 'On this evidence, Lewis Charlesworth's transition from comedian to playwright has been a success' - Manchester Theatre Awards (on Cheaters). 'The acting on show tonight was first class, especially from Charlesworth' - North West End (on Cheaters).
Bypass Theatre Tue 30 Jul 16:30 120 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £5 Following on from 'Snowflakes', their sold-out new writing showcase, Hung Theatre presents 'Bypass'. Influenced by the homes, villages, towns and cities decimated by developments, gentrification and urbanisation (to name a few), 'Bypass' is a collection of new writing from some of the region's most exciting up and coming writers. Each playwright was given the title ‘Bypass’ and the provocation ‘“The home you were raised in is being concreted over, any parting words?” and their responses vary greatly. With a wide variety of themes, subject matter and genres 'Bypass' is the perfect opportunity to sample a wide variety of fringe theatre.
The Wojnarowicz Project Theatre Tue 30 Jul 19:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £6 The Wojnarowicz Project is inspired by The Waterfront Journals by the intuitive and resourceful American artist, David Wojnarowicz. The Waterfront Journals gives voice to the colorful characters that Wojnarowicz met hitchhiking across America in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The Wojnarowicz Project brings recognition to an everlasting chaos rooted from a violent and neglectful childhood that led Wojnarowicz hustling the streets of New York to survive.
Holy Sh*t Play Tue 30 Jul 19:30 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £8 In a desperate last-ditch attempt to save their underfunded and dwindling church, two priests come to the conclusion that the best way they can raise funds is by selling the one resource they have in abundance; bodies from the church graveyard. A decision that finds them under the gaze of the law and in too deep. Six feet deep. A new dark comedy play from Brick Fox Theatre, fresh off a sold out run at last year's Edinburgh Fringe.
What Remains Theatre Tue 30 Jul 19:30 75 mins Salford Arts Theatre £8 The world has run out of naturally harvestable materials. Recycling is now the only option. Let me introduce Regenerate Waste Systems, the brand new company that is dominating the waste management scene. Did you know that 90% of the waste on Earth's landfills is recyclable? Regenerate do. And you can join them and thousands of others already giving up their everyday lives to help save the planet. Volunteer today. You won't regret it What Remains is a brand new piece of writing being premiered at the Greater Manchester Fringe.
Bypass Theatre Tue 30 Jul 20:00 120 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £5 Following on from 'Snowflakes', their sold-out new writing showcase, Hung Theatre presents 'Bypass'. Influenced by the homes, villages, towns and cities decimated by developments, gentrification and urbanisation (to name a few), 'Bypass' is a collection of new writing from some of the region's most exciting up and coming writers. Each playwright was given the title ‘Bypass’ and the provocation ‘“The home you were raised in is being concreted over, any parting words?” and their responses vary greatly. With a wide variety of themes, subject matter and genres 'Bypass' is the perfect opportunity to sample a wide variety of fringe theatre.
10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew Comedy Tue 30 Jul 20:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Studio 1 £7 #8 will have you totally whelmed!! 10 things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew will take you back the good old days, when we worried about Y2K, wore butterfly clips in our hair, and became total babes the minute we took off our glasses. And the even older days where we worried about the plague, wore massive wigs, and women weren't allowed to be on stage anyway. 10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew is a theatrical, comedic, listicle romp through the world of teenage Shakespeare film adaptations, and their lasting impact on a generation. By examining the continuous re-tellings of the same stories from the original content aggregator himself, this show delves into our problematic, cinematic, very recent past. Expect plenty of deep dives even further back in time to see how old prejudices have new tricks, and totally bopping soundtracks! Gillian English has been writing, performing and touring feminist solo work for the last six years. Originally from Nova Scotia, Canada, now based in Hobart, Tasmania, she has been touring the world for the last two years. After spending the last six years focusing on comedy, Gillian suddenly remembered she had an MFA from LAMDA, and decided to put all that classical learning to work with her multi-award winning hit show “SHE WOLF”. Now she’s back again with “10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew”. “One of the things that continues to bother me the most, are how Shakespeare’s characters are treated as though they’re accurate representations of real people. Lady MacBeth was not a real woman. Neither is Beatrice, Juliet, or Katherine; they are all fictious women, written by a man. And while Shakespeare may have been a master of word play, he was still a dude in the 1400s. When men insist on telling women’s stories for them, not only do they miss the point of telling a story, but they tell it wrong too.”
My Fitbit Called Me A Fat Bitch! Play Tue 30 Jul 21:15 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £10 If Siri or Alexa are your best friends. Or your Fitbit seems to know more about you than you know about yourself, then this might just be the cheapest therapy session that you've ever had. Writers Reign theatre, creators of the award winning comedy 'Trollope', welcome you to the Cloud. The cloud with a capital I, the data storage farm that resides in the sky. Every song ever written, every photo ever taken, every thought ever thought, every item ever bought, it’s all here, all accessed in a snippet and YOU have a golden ticket. We at Writers Reign theatre, are the proud recipients of Best Comedy Play at the GM Fringe 2018. And Fringe Production Of The Year in the Northern Soul awards 2018 for our comedy 'Trollope' Written by Ronnie Leek. And we were thrilled to have sold out all of our performances.
Run The Sights Of Manchester Physical Theatre Wed 31 Jul 10:00 90 mins Central Library £15 Discover what the iconic British city of Manchester has to offer with a 7km sightrunning tour of the city. This stunning tour explores the metropolis of Manchester in all it’s glory. It is the perfect mix of Manchester’s historical roots, breathtaking architecture and vibrant culture. Leave the walking tours in your dust as you learn about the city, see the hidden gems and explore the walkways and waterways. All while getting a great workout. From gentle joggers to ‘marathoners’, all are welcome and no one will be left behind.
The Wojnarowicz Project Theatre Wed 31 Jul 14:00 60 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation £6 The Wojnarowicz Project is inspired by The Waterfront Journals by the intuitive and resourceful American artist, David Wojnarowicz. The Waterfront Journals gives voice to the colorful characters that Wojnarowicz met hitchhiking across America in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The Wojnarowicz Project brings recognition to an everlasting chaos rooted from a violent and neglectful childhood that led Wojnarowicz hustling the streets of New York to survive.
Bypass Theatre Wed 31 Jul 16:30 120 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £5 Following on from 'Snowflakes', their sold-out new writing showcase, Hung Theatre presents 'Bypass'. Influenced by the homes, villages, towns and cities decimated by developments, gentrification and urbanisation (to name a few), 'Bypass' is a collection of new writing from some of the region's most exciting up and coming writers. Each playwright was given the title ‘Bypass’ and the provocation ‘“The home you were raised in is being concreted over, any parting words?” and their responses vary greatly. With a wide variety of themes, subject matter and genres 'Bypass' is the perfect opportunity to sample a wide variety of fringe theatre.
Untitled, the deep sleep Visual Arts Wed 31 Jul 18:00 360 mins The Kings Arms: Front Garden FREE Untitled The Deep Sleep is a performance installation by multi-disciplinary artist Yulia Hampton. The artist invites members of the public to share one of the most intimate experiences - sleep. From the middle of a city-center square, to the intersection of a busy road, Hampton takes her work to outdoor areas not usually considered to be ideal places for sleep. Working alone, the artist creates a theatrical installation, setting herself up on an elevated platform - part bed, part stage – where she settles down to sleep beneath the open sky. Cameras observe her from above and around, projecting the surrounding and her performance onto screens below. At once serious and absurd, the project has no agenda and is open to the intervention of chance. The artist prefers to avoid any public conduct, exploring the freedom of will for a Spectator or Participant, a Creator and/or Critic. Untitled The Deep Sleep is a work which raises questions about the nature of performance art and the roles that audience member and artist play together. While being present, but asleep, the artist has no conscious contact with public. The act of sleeping is the performance technique enables the performer to
Our Kid Theatre Wed 31 Jul 19:00 50 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £9 Let me tell you a story about Our Kid....Jimmy and Tommy are inseparable, they've survived poverty, an abusive step-father and have been nurtured by a life of crime. But when Jimmy meets Mary, everything changes. A hard hitting one man show set in Salford. Join Jimmy as he invites the audience to share the trials and tribulations of their up-bringing and his love for 'Our Kid'. A tale of love, loss and revenge, told from the perspective of one brother. Ask yourself, can you forgive and forget?
Guided Missiles Theatre Wed 31 Jul 19:30 50 mins International Anthony Burgess Foundation FREE I never wanted to write a play about walking tours. The walking tours I set up four years ago thinking they'd be a nice way to earn beer money on my hangover. Sure, I collected stories, as the world came to me - including a fetish weekend, Noel Gallagher and the Uruguayan rugby team... but then a rival emerged, with a suspiciously similar tour, which sucked me into the dark and violent underworld of Manchester's warring walking tours.
Bypass Theatre Wed 31 Jul 20:00 120 mins Twenty Twenty Two Bars LTD - Side Room £5 Following on from 'Snowflakes', their sold-out new writing showcase, Hung Theatre presents 'Bypass'. Influenced by the homes, villages, towns and cities decimated by developments, gentrification and urbanisation (to name a few), 'Bypass' is a collection of new writing from some of the region's most exciting up and coming writers. Each playwright was given the title ‘Bypass’ and the provocation ‘“The home you were raised in is being concreted over, any parting words?” and their responses vary greatly. With a wide variety of themes, subject matter and genres 'Bypass' is the perfect opportunity to sample a wide variety of fringe theatre.
Our Man Spoken Word Wed 31 Jul 21:00 60 mins The Kings Arms: Theatre £7 Our Man' is a powerful one-man show by award-winning British-Cypriot writer Jamie Thrasivoulou. The narrative tears through the curtain of manners to reveal the wildlife of neo-liberal Britain. The show is an interrogation of masculinity, class, mental health, addiction, suicide, and criminality; packed with dark humour and inventive wordplay. 'Thrasivoulou's star is rising go and watch him.' Write Out Loud Winner of 2018 Culture Matters: Bread & Roses Award for Spoken word. Shortlisted in 2019 Saboteur Awards for Best Spoken Word Artist in the UK. Thrasivoulou has performed at poetry festivals and venues all over the UK including: The Everyman Theatre, The 100 Club, The Old Rep and The Birmingham Hippodrome. Thrasivoulou is the official Derby County Football Club Poet; his poem We Are Derby is played on the big screen before every home game at Pride Park stadium. In December 2018 he became the first ever performer to recite at the East Midlands derby between Derby County and their rivals Nottingham Forest where he spat verse to over 31,000 people. His work has appeared on BBC Introducing, BBC Radio 5 Live, BBC Radio Derby & ITV Central.


